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afternoon that all the state troops in
the copper mine strike district will be
withdrawn January 12.
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Wilson Is Pleased
Officials here have learned that
1
President Wilson regards his recent
conference with John Lind as satisfactory and that Its prime purpose,
to unfold the president's plana and
purposes toward Mexico, more clearly than could have been done by long
THEY DEMAND THAT
distance communication, was

IN BATTLE AT

BAFFLING
TO
UNABLE
POLICE
DEATH OF THREE

JANUARY

TRIAL BEGINS
Calif.; Jan. 7. Jess
Willard, the pugilist; Thomas McCa-re- y
and "A". Greenwald, promoters;
Charles Eyton, referee, and seven
others were brought to trial today
here on charges of having violated the
stale law prohibiting prize fighting,
In the superior court The trial is
the outcome of the death of John
Young in the prize ring at Vernon,
DEWIN
during a contest on August 22, with CONSTITUTIONALISTS
'
Willard.
IN
MEXICO
CISIVE VICTORY
Attorneys for the accused men
AFTER HARD FIGHT
WILLARD'S
Los Angeleg,

ANGELES IS

TO EE GARDENS

Berkeley, Cal., Jan. 7. "The day
of the 10 cent cucumber and flip 10
cent head of lettuce will come to au
end when our little gardeners begin
to reap their harvests," said Mrs.
James Hall, committee chairman, today before members of the Federation
of Mother's clubs. Mrs. Hal said
it was the purpose of the mothers
near ea(eh
to encourage gardens
school house in Berkeley and te supply these gardens w.th artificial heat
in winter, and in this way e.it clown
the cost of living.
"The plan has been tried in other
parts with great success," Mrs Hall
told the federation, "and should be
easier to follow in this climatd. It
is proposed that the schools deduct
10 per" cent of the money earned by
the sale of products to perpetuate
the gardens.
"Professor W. G. Hummel, assistant in the department of agriculture
of the University of California, has
promised the support of the students
in carrying out the vegetable garden idea, and the government will
furnish fresh seeds."
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OFFICER IS SAVED
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Eruption Like Ulcerated Pimples.
Itched and Irritated Awfully. Hair
Fell Out. Cuticura Soap and Ointment Cured in Three Weeks.

mrs. Mcdonald again reads
paper on "dances, ancient
and modern''
following

article

P. O. Pox 65. Greenville, Cal. "Last
fall my baby boy, two and a half yoara old.
hit the back of his head on the door- fall

al

last

from

Sanla Fe New Mexican will inthe many Iaa Vegas devotees
"new" dances:
Well known Santa Fe clubmen and
clubwomen "joined hands" last nlKht
to illustrate modem and antique dan
t,es and perhaps did more to explain
the tianees which have caused so
much comment throughout the world
than a down books or roagaMnes filled
with articles and pictures could have

heal right away, so
when I picked him
p and washed his
head I put somo
.
on it and ha
soon waa playing
The next
(again.
morning there was
a scab over It, but
days it began to ftster and other
sores came near it. They commenced at
his neck and gradually spread to the top of
Ilia head. The eruption was like ulcerated
pimplos and itched and irritated him awfully, especially at night, when he would
scratch and dig bis head. I had hard work
to keep him from scratching them. His
hair fell out where the sores were thickest.
"The Bores looked red and matterated. I
had all his hair cut closo to his head so I
could get the Cuticura Ointment on well
night and morning and I washed his head
well with the Cuticura Soap. In two weeks
it was healed nicely and In three weeks he
was cured and there is not even a scar."
(Signed) Mrs. A. B. Woltora, Dec. 17, 1912.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
Liberal sample of
COc. are sold everywhere.
ss
each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book.
post-card- "
Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
-Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find It best for skin and scalp.

afur a lew

done.
The occasion was the annual reception of the Santa Fe Women's Club at
which Mrs. William C. McDonald, wife
of ihd governor of New Mexico, read

again by request her interesting paper
on "Dances, Ancient and Modern."
It will be remembered that Mrs. McDonald pointed out that dancing is a
pritimive Instinct. The brief reports
of her paper, printed in this and other
papers of the southwest aroused keen
interest in the development of the
amusement which has come like a
spell over the people of many lands.
The clubwomen and their guests-m- any
of whom had expressed a desire
to hear Mrs. McDonald's paper gath
ered in assembly hall of the Old Palace. Following the paper, which was
listened to with rapt attention, the
Minuet was danced by Adjutant General Herring and Miss Laughlin, J. J.
Miss
Kinney and Mrs. Karl Green.
Dora Fischer sang "Cupid's Garden,"
as the minuet was danced. The dance
and song proved a great success, judg-- t
Ing by the spontaneous applause.
Mrs. P. M. A. Lienau then danced
the Spanish dance "Cachuca" and
danced It with much grace.
t As the applause died away the Argentine Tango called in Gay Pares
"Le Tango Argeutin" made its appearance, Jesso Xusbaum and Mrs.
Carl Bishop, ,T. J. Kinney ani Miss
I.ela Galliiher taking the
graceful
steps as Mrs. George II. Van Ptone
accompanied on the piano. It was a
pretty dance and those who have
criticised some other steps than the
Wnt
wteps seen last
admirers of the dai
,about the steps to
".there are soma
ixiy believe the i
The iirtle white
a
dies dancing and the 'jsirgcr, Mack
shoes pursuing them through an intri
cate series of steps recalled the comparison of a magazine writer to "two
black cats following two white mice."
The audience applauded loud and
long at the conclusion of the tango.
A graceful waltz the "hesitation"
was then danced by Jesse Nausbaum
and Mrs. Carl Bishop.
This waltz
has become quite .popular since imported from Vienna and many think
it admirably suited to a high altitude
because it gives one a rest after the
rather strenuous one step or the intri
cate tango.
Mr. Nausbaum and Mrs. Gillett had
the honor of demonstrating the "Santa Fe Dance" designed by Mrs. Test
and dedicated to the Santa Fe Women's club. It is said to have some
steps of the tango and of the French
one step, but one must dance it to
analyze it. This dance also was a hit
of the evening.

nigh,."i''s

'

r

in

caslng, catting
quite a gash. I
thought it would

Following the dance, the reception
was held, the receiving line extend
ing across one side of the room for in
it' were Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. Collins,
Mrs. Palen, Mrs. McFie, Mrs. Green,
Miss, Conrad and all of the dancers
who had made the evening such a
success.
There was but one "untoward
event" to mar the festivities the In
dian who was to have put on a dance
of the "ancient pooples" had misun
derstood the invitation and came to
(ho reception witnout his dancing
togs. He thought ho was simply a
guest. So the Indian dance had to be
omitted from the series.
The music furnished for the tango
was by the Vlclrola which Mrs. A. B.
Renehan brought to the hall for the
occasion.
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Ann Arbor, Mien., Jan. 7. Dr.
James B. Angell, president emeritus
of the University or Michigan, attained the age of eighty-fiv- e
today and
was showered with messages of greeting from friends throughout the country. The faculty, students and alumni
of the university desired to join in a
public celebration of the anniversary,
but the plan was abandoned because
of the state of Dr. Angell's health.
During the past summer the veteran
educator was not so well as usual. In
the autumn he developed pneumonia,
following an attack of heart failure,
and for a time serious fears were
for his recovery.
In the history of American education there are few records to compare
with that of Dr. Angell. For thirty-eigh- t
years he was the active head of
one of the greatest of state universities, while his entire career as an
educator embraces a total of sixty
years. In addition, his services to the
public as a diplomat and member of
national commissions have been of
a distinguished order.
The birthplace of Dr. Angell was
Scituale, R. I. As a hoy he lived the
life of a country lad and attended
district schools. Eager to learn, he
attended a Quaker academy and prepared for Brown university, which he
entered In 1845, and from which he
was graduated four years later, with
the highest honors of his class.
After his graduation from Brown
he taught for a year, then his failing
health made him live an
life for a time. He took a trip through
the south and then went to Europe.
;I,n
France, Germany and Italy he
spent, two years and returned home
to accept the chair of modern languages in his alma mater.
In 1S60 he resigned his professorship to become editor of the Provi
dence Journal. After six years of
editorial work he returned to the educational field as president of the
University of Vermont, where he
ed five years until 1 S71, when he ac
cepted the presidency of the University of Michigan.
In 1S80 President Angell was ap- poirjed United States minister to
China, at, a time when the highest
diplomacy was needed. Many questions
of commercial importance had arisen
and the vexed problem of Chinese immigration was to be settled. He be
came also chairman of a special commission to negotiate two treaties with

SYRUP

If
Look at the tongue, mother!
coated, it Is a sure sign that your little one's stomach, liver and bowels
need a gentle, thorough cleansing at
once.

When peevish, cross, listless, pale.
doesn't, sleep, doesn't eat or act naturally, or Is feverish, stomach sour,
sore
breath bad; has stomach-ache- ,
throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and In a few hours all the foul
constipated waste, undigested food
and sour bile gently move out of its
little bowels without griping, and you
have a well, playful child again.
You needn't coax sick children to
take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
they love its delicious taste, and It
always makes them feel splendid.
hot-tiAsk your druggist for a
of ."California Syrup of Figs,"
which has directions for babies, children of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the bottle. Beware of
counterfeits sold here. To he sure
you get the genuine, ask to see that
.it is made by "California Fig Syrup
Refuse any other kind
Company."
with contempt. Adv.
e

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
This remedy has no superior for
coughs and colds. It Is pleasant to
take. It contains no opium or oilier
narcotic. It, always cures. For sale
by all d'.'alers.

Adv.

will give you the service you are looking for. Every pair guaranteed to
wear satisfactorily or a new pair free.

NEW PARCEL POST REGULATION
UP
PUTS POSTOFFICE
AGAINST IT.

FORMER
PRESIDENT OF MICHIGAN
U., IS 85 TODAY

OF FIGS"

fuluiiti

111

FOR. BOYS AND GIRLS

B. ANGELL,

ED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA

UUW

1914.

7,

BIRTHDAY
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Dun't Wait Till You're All Eu nged Up. Use S. S. S. Now.
you will go into any first class store balanced health as the nutritive properiBd get a bottle of S. S. S. you are on ties of the grains, meats, sugars, and fata
the way to getting rid of Catarrh. But of foods. Any local Irritating influence
don't let anyone work off that eld trick in the blood is rejected by the tissue cella
and eliminated by reason of the stimulasomething "Just as good."
E. S. S. is taken into the blood Just RS ting influence of S. S. S.
You will soon realize its wonderful inr.aturally a the most nourishing food. It fluence
of headache, a despreads its influence over every organ in cided by the absence
clearing of the air passages, a
She budy, comes through all the veins aryl
improved nail condition, and a
mrterles, enables all mucous surfaces "IT steadily
sense of bodily relief thkt proves how
exchange inflammatory acids and other
catarrh often infests the encompletely
SiTltaiiiitf substances for arterial elements
fiat effectually cleanse the system and tireYousystem.
S.' S. S. on sale at all drug
ihm put nn end to nil catarrhal pollution. stores. willIt And
is a remarkable remedy for
B. S. 8. cliiana out the stomach of mucous
any and ell blood affections, such as
aurcmrmlauoris, enables only pure,
rash, lupus, tetter, psoriasis,
materials to enter the intestines, eczema,
boils, and all other diseased conditions of
combines with thtwa food
ew;nts to the blood. For special arlvlce on any
!Her (lie circulation, ami in less than, an blood disease write to The Swift
Speeilie
M:,r is at w'tb throi,?bout U)8 buuy ill
Co., 202 Swift Bltig., Atlanta,
a.
Do not trifle with substitutes, Imita(ho Iioss5 of purilicaUun,
1'!,o Mi 'iirinal rompmututa of S, S. 3. tions or any of the horde of "Juht a '
iJu lUVuly i. I 4:4 (i.tnliol to WuU- - fc'uod" Cuuntcrfuita of 6, B, S.
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CELEBRATES

Refreshments were served at a sea
sonable hour, Mrs. E. C. Abbott and
Mrs. I. B. Hanna pouring coffee.
Preceding the reception announet- metats were made of the serious work
ho club. Mrs. Paleh for the art
f literature department; Miss Con- tor tne norae and child s weitare
Mrs. McFie for the civic department, Mrs. McFie called attentiop to
the lecture to be given this afternoon
Dy Miss Myrtle Boyle on plants and
how to care for them.
The capitals of Europe like the
capital of New Mexico discuss the China.
tango, dance the tango, give tango
In 1884 he was appointed minister
teas and make converts to the replenipotentiary for the United States
fined kind of tango dance.
in the negotiation of a treaty with
Great Britain over the North Atlan
tic fisheries. In 1S95 and 1896 he was
His Stomach Troubles Over
chairman of the United States com'
Mr. Dyspeptic, would you not like
on deep waterways that into feel that your stomach troubles mission
were over, that you could eat any vestigated the canal possibilities bekind of food you desired without in- tween the Great Lakes and the At
jury? That may seem so unlikely to lantic seaboard. For one year, 1897
you that you do not even hope for an he served as United States minister
ending of your trouble, but permit us
to assure you that it is not altogether to Turkey.
impossible. If others can be cured
permanently, and thousands have
been, why not you? John R. Barker, SEE IF THE CHILD'S
of Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them.
He says, "I was troubled with heart
burn, indigestion, and liver complaint
IS COATED
until I used Chamberlain's Tablets,
then my trouble was over." Sold by IF CROSS,
FEVERH, CONSTIPATall dealers. Adv.
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Silver City, N. M., Jan. 7. The possibility of the building of a federal
highway from Silver City to Mogollon,
with a bridge across the Gila river,
Is talked of as one likely outcome of
the present unique situation as re
gards the handling of parcels post
matter from this city to the mining
camps.
Postoffice Inspector
P. J. Moran
from Albuquerque and another inspector are here looking into the matter
since the refusal of C. W. Marriott,
the mail stage contractor, to haul parcels post consignments of merchandise in 6 Opound packages by the carload. Local merchants who sought to
send consignments of 10,000 pounds
and more, by parcels poSt to Mogollon
wired to Washington when the postmaster refused to accept the stuff
and when the stage owner protested
that it would be worse than confiscatory to handle it. Crude oil was
among the stuff refused.
Under the new parcel post mjing
merchandise can 'be shipped to Mogollon by fast mail at f 1.08 a hundred
while the cheapest rate by slow
freight is $1.25 and this in
when the roads are in splendid
condition.
At the present time, merchants of Mogollon have been offering $2 a hundred for freight, the roads
being in 'bad shape.
Whether the .postoffice department
can, annul the parcel post rate with
regard to star routes, such as Mogollon, is another interesting phase of the
question which is being much discussed. Many maintain that it cannot.dis-criminatbetween business that pays
and business that does not pay that
it will have to take the bad with the
good. If this holds true, then the government will undoubtedly have to conduct its parcel post business to Mogollon at an annual deficit of many
thousands. If no ona ventures to bid
on it and the government is finally
compelled to take over the contract
itself, then it will men the building
of a federal highway to Mogollon and
the bridging of the Gila.
e
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charity Patients in
a pitiable condition

fit and comfort they are unequalled and the variety
enables you to get just what you want.

of styles

In style,

to c.m
BOY'S WAIST SPECIAL

Our entire stock of boys waists, including values from 50 cents to
$i.oo,- all sizes from 4 to 16 years, your choice for 23c
-

Lcta

Warjner

ts

Hudnut's

o$mwa&i& Sort

Folding
Go-Car-

Veas'Loadituf Storo

Established

When asked today if the statement
were true that tubercular patients
were given transportation to Albuquerque here, city officers and benevolent persons said such had not
been done. In rare instances a sick
and penniless person will declare that
he has been ordered by a doctor to
go to Albuquerque because of the
lower altitude. Occasionally he is
accommodated, but this city is not
in the habit of mimping penniless
tuberculars upon me nospitality of
Albuquerque. One thing is a fact:
Las Vegas, Albuquerque and other
cities of the state are made to bear
a heavy burden by the arrival here
of sick persons who have no means
of support. It would appear that the
states and cities sending them here
should be made to bear the expense.
An honest effort is made in every
New Mexico city to care for these
persons, but the expense and lack of
facilities is a great handicap to the
success of the work.

Reparations

Sou5idPIa3

1862

distribution of the health regulation
pamphlets, and Dr. Rice said they
would be distributed as fast as was
compatible. Mr. Clarke brought up
the question of picture show ventilation and Dr. Rice declared these entertainments were the source of more
contagion than an other thing in, the
city.

Toilet

TIES

AUD TO

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski- n

ed for

the auto.
ALL WORK DONE

AT COR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

BAIN

Do you begin to cought at night,
Just, when you hope to sleep? Do you
have a tickling throat "that keeps you

awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound.
It will check the
cough and stop the tickling sensation
ALBUQUERQUE UNABLE TO TAKE at once. Does not upset the stomach,
is best for children and grown perCARE OF PENNILESS
sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
7.
More
N.
M., Jan.
Albuquerque,
How's This?
than any other topic, health condiWe offer One Hundred Dollars Retions drew the attention of the city ward for any case of Catarrh that
council at its meeting last night, and cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
all phases of the question were disF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of
the
observance
the
cussed, from
We, the undersigned, have known
fumigation rules and the wrapping of F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
bread 'by the bakeriea to the ventila- believe him perfectly honorable In all
transactions and financially
tion of the picture theaters, with the business
able to carry out any obligations
emphasis on the pitiable conditions made by. his firm.
tubercular patients NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
among charity
here.
Toledo, O.
The matter came up in Dr. L. G. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internal.
acting directly upon the blood and
Rice's report as city physician. Asked ly,
mucous surracea of the system. Teswho
about the number of tuberculars
timonials sent free. Price 75 cents
were charity patients, he said there per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiwere a great many of them.
Adv.
"Their condition is a disgrace to the pation.
city," he said. "Many of thera have
no food, no nurse; we have almost
had three or four of them die in their
rooms alone, I do not mean to disCAPITAL PAID IN
parage Mrs. Coons and the Benevol1100,000.00
ent society work; without them I don't
know what we'd do. But they ship
them iu here from other places, Gal
lup and Las Vegas, mostly, though we
have had four or five from El Paso
lately, too. The new arrivals give us
the most trouble, for they are fre
J. M. Cunningham, President
D.
quently in the last stages. Their tick
, Frank, Springer,
E.
,
ets are bought by private parties gen
erally, on the principle that 'they
ought to come to Albuquerque.
"The Sisters have but nine charity
beds for tubercular patients, and
sometimes it is a, close call to get
some of them to the hospital before
they die, for the beds are filled all the
time. We have to wait for some of
those that are there to cash in before
we can take others there.
"Mrs. Coons Is doing a great work
but she cannot do it all."
STOGK
Asked about the observance of the
health rules recently .promulgated
Office with the San Mijjuel National
Dr. Rice' said they were being used in
private rooming houses so far as he
a good
knew, though hr thought
WM. G. HAYDON
.
.
many violations were getting by him,
.
H, W. KELLY
.
hut that- the hotels and rooming
D. T. HOSKINS..-- houses were very lax in the matter.
"We are doing better than we did, '
he said; "there have been no eyn- plaints of violations of the law yet."
This brought up the question of the

Gross, Kelly & Co,
Sole Agents

t.
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T. Hoskins, Cashier.
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CUP YACHTS VILL
NOT EXCEED

75

FEET
MINE DIMENSION
WILL
BE NO GREATER THAN THAT
BY AGREEMENT

(WATER

New York, Jan. 7. An agreement
has been made by all those members
of the New York Yacht club who are
Interested In the boats to be built
for the defense of the America's cup
next summer whereby none of the
prospective defenders will be more
feet on the water
than seventy-fiv- e
line. This will be strictly adhered
to In the construction of the yachts.
They will be less than 75 feet water
line, but it is more than likely that
all three designers who are working
out plans will adopt the stipulated
limit of water line length and work
out their creations with that dimension as a basis.
When Sir Thomas Upton sent his
challenge for the coming races he
specified that his new? Shamrock
water line boat
would be a
and endeavored to persuade the New
York Yacht club to agree to defend
the cup with a boat with this same
dimension. This the cup committee
of the club declined to do. It withheld the privilege under the, deed of
gift of defending the cup with any
size boat it might choose. The members were merely adhering strictly
to the deed of gift. Now, with the
race arranged the defending owners,
several of whom were on the cup
committee, have come forward of
their own accord in a most sportsmanlike way with an announcement that
means to Sir Thomas: You have de
75-fo-

cided oa the size of the boat; that
suite ns and may the best boat win.
The Herreshoff boat is well under
way, while the material for the craft
being built by Lawley & Sons In
South Boston Is fast being assembled.
The materials for the third cup candidate ordered last week, by a syndicate headed by E, Walter Clark of
Philadelphia and George M. Pynchon
of this city, will be ordered in a few
days. George Owen of Newtown,
Mass., designer of this boat, Is rapidly completing his plans, which were
decided upon to the rough when the
contract was made. He was in conference yesterday with President
John S. Hyde of the Bath Iron Works
of Bath, Me., where the boat will
be built. John Mclnness, superintendent of the shipbuilding plant, will
supervise the construction. The yacht
will be built under cover and be
closely guarded. No Information about
the plans is available except that the
hull will be of bronze.
Mr. Clark has decided to have his
Bchooner Irolita, formerly the
Queen, fitted out as a tender for the
cup yacht. The crew will live on the
Irolita and all the extra sails and
spars will be carrier! aboard her. Mr.
Pynchon's cruising power yacht Marie
also will be used as a subtender that
can be despatched about easier than
the big schooner.
The keel mould of the sloop to be
built at the Herreshoff shops on
bay at Bristol, Is said to
be one of the finest pieces of workmanship ever turned out there. That
the boat Is to have a centerboard
came as a surprise to many. In
equipping the new crait with a board
Designer Herreshoff is reverting in
a way to the Vigilant, the cup defender of 20 years ago, which had a
board that proved of great virtue In
the cup races, but which gave her
owners in later years no end of
trouble by Its becoming jammed on
several occasions. Herreshoff placed
ot

Nar-ragans-

a centerboard in his last
Morton F. Plant's schooner Elena.
That one was a great success.
An effort was made to keep the centerboard feature of the new cup yacht
a secret for the present at least, but
the shape of her keel immediately indicated that the boat would have a
board to aid her In going to windward, and the cavity of square corners in the mould bore out the fact
Beside the keel mould being provided
with a centerboard well attachment,
the keel which was cast showed the
same area of- slot or well.
This keel plate Is now In the machine shops undergoing smoothing and
boring for the lag ecrew connections.
It is a fine casting, in two sections,
each fitted with longitudinal and
cross section webs and flanges. It
is made of manganese bronze and
will be part of the boat to engage
the lead keel with the hull proper1,
as was pointed out a week ago.
The centerboard will be of moderate
size, as It will have a drop of only
eight feet from the lowest point of
the lead. The work of placing the
keel mould on the rebuilt railway
and packing the sides with sand to
prevent the contour from change is
almost carried out
Best Cough Medicine for Children
am rprv clad to sav a few words
In nrnlBa fif nhnmhprlnlTi'a
Coueh
Remedy," writes Mrs. Lida Dewey,
MiiwauKee, wis. "i nave UBea n ior
"T

years both for my children and myself and it never fails to relieve and
cure a cough or cold. No family with
children should be witnout it as n
gives almost immediate relief in cases
of croup." Chamberlain's Cough Reme
dy, is pleasant and safe to taKe, wnicn
is of great Importance when a medicine must be given to young children.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
BAVARIAN KING'S BIRTHDAY
birthday anniMunich, Jan.
versary of King Luuwig, the first he
has had since he gave up the regency
7.--

The

to become king, was made the

occa- -

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

7,

1914.

sion for popular celebration throughout Bavaria today. His majesty was

STEEL PROBE IN THE SOUTH
Birmingham, A!a., Jan. 7. investiborn January 7, 1815.
gators appointed to take evidence in
the action begun by the United States
government against the United StateB
Steel corporation for alleged viola"TIZ" FIXES ACHING,
law
tions of the Sherman anti-trucame to Birmingham today to conduct
SULLEN, SOEE FEET a Beries of hearings. Testimony will
be taken to determine whether the
acquisition of the Tennessee Coal,
"TIZ" does comfort tired, Iron and Railroad company by the
How
sweaty, calloused feet
steel trust has had a tendency to opand corns.
press or restrain trade.
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wounds are painful and
Ragged
cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester and become running
sores.
SNOW LINIBALLARD'S
MENT is an antiseptic healing remedy
for such cases. Apply It at night before going to bed and cover with a

WW

n)

cotton cloth bandage. It heals in a
Price 25c, 50c and l.O0
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
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Adv.
CONFERENCE

People who are forced to stand on
their feet all day know what sore,
tender, sweaty, burning feet mean.
They use "TIZ," and "TIZ" cures
their feet right up. It keeps feet In
perfect condition. "TIZ" Is the only
remedy In the world isat draws out
all the poisonous exudations which
puff up the feet and cause tender,
sore, tired, aching feet It instantly
stops the pain in corns, callouses and
bunions. It's simply glorious. Ah!
how comfortable your feet feel after
using "TIZ." You'll never limp or
draw up your face In pain. Your
shoes won't tighten and hurt your
feet.
Get a 25 cent box of "TIZ" now
from any druggist department or gen
eral store. Just think! a whole year's
foot comfort for only 25 cents.1 Adv.
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few days.

Fine and Wholesome Biscui
Delicious Cake and Pastry

Women and Wet Feet
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
combination especially to women, and
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No Lime Phosphate

n
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congested kidneys often result. Back
and rheu
matic fevers are not unusual results.
Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular
and normal action of kidneys and
bladder and remove the cause of the
trouble.
Contain no habit forming
drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

ache, .urinary irregularities

UNION

y NINTH ANNUAL MEETING

NATIONAL

WESTEO STCCIC

AMEEI--CASHOW, AND SEVENTEETH ANNUAL CONVENTION
NATIONAL LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATION

Fare for the

9jp
$fl
w
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Tickets on sale sale

J B LJS

Round Trip

January 17, 18, 19lh

1914

Final return limit January 28ih., 1914
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WOMAN'S PSA'
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Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-- If you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one. year:

ELECTRICITY

Is my servant; it doeth my

work.

It enableth me to take mine ease.
control its service with my finger tips.
It maketh the coffee in the percolator.
It toasteth the bread.
It heateth the water for my husband's shave.
It cleaneth my rugs and my carpets; the walls of
my house, and all of my furniture.
It washeth and ironeth my clothes.
It heateth my rooms. It curleth my hair, rehouse would be incomplete without it.
Yea, tho I leave the house at nine in the morning
to go on a shopping expedition, lo! when I
return at six at night the evening meal is
quickly cooked. My electric fircless cooker
doeth it.
By night it shovveth me my way with its light. It
keeptth me from dark places and saveth me
from bad bruises.
At night it warmeth the milk for the baby in the
electric milk warmer.
Electricity is my convenient servant and I would
not be without it at twice the price.
I
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Joints that ache., muscles that are
drawn or contracted should be treatSNOW LINI
ed with BALLARD'S
MENT.
It penetrates to the spot
where it is needed and relieves suf
fering. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
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ON LUGENICS

Battle Creek, Mich., Jan. 7. Many
delegates arrived here today to attend
the national conference on race betterment. The sessions of the conference will begin tomorrow and continue
until next Monday. Eugenics will be
one of the principal subjects of discussion. During the conference there
will be examinations of several hundred school children for the purpose
of obtaining classifications showing
the effects of environment and heredity on them.

CONFER ON CHURCH

SUBSCRIBE FOR

..r n

jf f7HT

Toronto. Ont. Jan, 7. A meeting
of the Methodist general conference
special committee on church union
was held in this city today. The meet
ing discussed the amendments to the
basis of union proposed by the Presbyterian committee, together with the
details of the projected survey of
church conditions throughout the do-
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LUSTS

cm hardly, believe that thirty thous
and human beings are snut out irom
earning a livelihood, who might now
be employed,
and Pro"
ductive of sevei al miliion dollars'
worth of labor, if 'preventive meas
ures had been employed in their cases.
We are a
peple, but bow
much longer must we keep our eyes
closed to the fact that if the doctor
or midwife had dropped a noe per
cent solution of nitrate of silver Into
the eyes of the newborn babe, six
thousand pairs of eyes would have
been saved from the dreadful effects
of gonorrheal ophthalmia. If the
twelve thousand now sightless from
Injury had been employed in factories
where safety devices were installed
they would be producers instead of dependents. Granular lidsor trachoma
is amenable to treatment, yet twenty-fiv- e
hundred persons were allowed to
become blind from this cause. It
must be a happy thought to all of us
to know that the past two years has
shown a marked diminution in the
number of injuries from Fourth of
July accidents. The use of wood alcohol, working in rooms where It Is
whisused or drinking "power-hous- e
ky" or eome of the various soft
drinks containing wood alcohol, has
caused a large number of persons to
become totally blind. There will always be a certain number of cases
of blindness, which cannot be avoided, but it s appalling to think that
the sight of thirty thousand of those
now1 blind could have been preserved.
How shall we limit blindness in the
future? By Insisting that our chil
dren's eyes shall have proper care
By compelling our factories to install
safety devices. By medical inspection
of schools, Th child sitting next to
your child may have diphtheria and
convey it to your child's eyes. By
demanding a safe and sane Fourth
of July in your town. By abolishing
the Toller towel and by establishing
such other hygienic measures as will
tend to keep us healthy and free from
disease.

BE HERE; LOTS OF FUN
'

7, 1914.
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CLASSY ENTERTAINMENT
IS PROVIDED FOR THIS EVENING AT
DUNCA NTHEATER

BE I5P INDUSTRY

T:e free listicj of

beef, under the
Tonight at the Duncan opera house
3 revisions of the new tariff
law, is "Mutt
and Jeff in Panama" will en
1
esi.mlng to work a hardship upon the

tertain a lareg audience. There has
tertairi a large audience. There has
seats and doubtless all.who attend the
play will be well satisfied with the
entertainment. r
After breaking all established theatrical records for volume of business
and pleased audiences, this remarkable attraction will offer an entire
new entertainment for the coming
season, retaining nothing but the title
and those two character conceits "A.
Mutt" and bis little friend "Othello
Montgomery Jeffries." The fact has
been conceded by the liSst newspa
per authorities in the world' that
'Mutt and Jeff" cartoons, and like
wise the play of the same title, are
the most remarkable success in the
history of the press and theatricals.
In a number f cities where this at
traction has, played four and five
times in the last two years, their last
engagement was better even than the
first, and the first was to the capa
city of the theater. This season's of
fering will show an entirely new scenic and electrical production, consisting of several sensational mechanical
effects never before attempted In a
musical comedy. A new book from
the pen of Bud. Fisher and Owen Davis, added, to. which is the benefit of
the entire theatrical ; experience of
that dean and wizard of cartoon pro
ductions, Gus Hill. Every real car
toon success in the last 30 years has
o
been under the direction of Mr. Hill.
His success with "Mutt and ; Jeff" is
WHAT MAKES PEOPLE
now the talk of the entire, theatrical
I5LINI
world and his judgment in selecting
Did you ever stop to think of the the cartoons as tho material for a
one hundred thousaud blind tieonle play has made him' a fortune. No
Sa the United States, and what caus
has been, spared ..to npake- - the
ed their misfortune? Did it even, oc new. eQinon even mure ai.ira.cuv a umu
cur to you that about thirty thousand the original production': An entire
of these unfortunates are unneces new musical score has been1 furnished
sarily blind? - Do you know that by Mr. Leo Edwards, with lyrics by
about twelve thousand of these are D. C. Cobb. Don't "fall to see "Mutt
children who are blind because of the and Jeff at the Duncan opera house
unfaithfulness of either the father tonight. The laughs are all new.
or the mother?. Are you aware that
twelve thousand people are gropin
ALABAMA PRIMARIES
their way about in darkness due to Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 7. Mem
injuries which In most Instances bers of the state democratic executive
could have been avoided by the in- committee of Alabama met in this
stallation in factories of proper salety city today to decide upon the date
devices? Twenty-fiv- e
hundred of and other arrangements for the spring
tb.-jrare deprived from a livelihood primaries, when a United States senbecausa of granular lids, which is pre ator and governor and other state
ventable by the application of proper officials are to be chosen.
.remedies,. Two thousand are deprived
thnir afght because of Fourth of MASSACHUSETTS
LEGISLATURE
Zr.i? f;fvK!ui!s. Fifteen hundred will
Boston, Siass., Jan. 7. The Massar f,Aft
j'giit of day because of chusetts legislature convened for Its
cusses, euch as the drinking annual session today and proceeded
or abtorbing of wood! alcohol and the to the work of organization. Tomoringh:ct of proper treatment of certain row the lawmakers will receive the
'ye a":V-- ions. If we look tit. tlne inaugural message of I: avid I. Walsh,
f:..;ur.;;:
;Uny, they ara amazing. We the new governor.

.
men of the United States,
tidily those in the west and south- ebt. where Mox'lcnn mttla ara ffrat
n.troaucea to use American market.
Due to poor crops last- year the stock
iiea of the middle west suffered great
losses being obliged to sell their cattle at a loss, owing to the lack of
.feed.
The additional handicap
of
"competition by free cattle from Mexico and Argentina has made the sledding pretty tough for the representatives of the big western Industry.
A "Washington dispatch today says:
The placing of beef on the tariff
ree Hat has resulted In a vast Increase in the importation of foreign
"beef and meat products. During October and November, the department of
agriculture reported today, 18,000,000
pounds of meat and Its products were
orougnt in rrom aoroaa. This is more
than ..triple the amount imported for
he wholo of 1912.
The foreign beef and meat products
are being rigidly Inspected by the
laments of the bureau of inimal Indus- Wry, who, during the two months, condemned 18,800 pounds.
Nearly half of the imports, or 8,000,came from Canada, Argen
tina' supplied 6,000,000 uounds, Aus
tralia 3,000,000, and Uruguay 550,000.
During the two months, 200,000 head
of cattle from Canada and Mexico
woer imported.
es-p-
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ENGLAND SHOULD
GET FAIREST
TREATMENT

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

one-hal-

one-quart-
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1914,

to grave uncertainties, which promise
This undoubtedly accounted for
to gradually disappear. These uncer- weakness of Baltimore and Ohio and
tainties relate chiefly to the inability New York Central, with 1 to 2
point
of the railroads to finance new re- losses in Union Pacific, Canadian Pain
quirements and to the reaction
cific. St. Paul, Norfolk and Wester i
real estate, which is the only branch and American Telephone. Selling of
of business in whica there was seri- Amalgamated
Copper and Steel ac
ous overexpansion in 1913. The concompanied unfavorable trade rports.
traction Sa steel is altogether too seAny foreign tendency tq buy heyS
vere to last. The textile trades are was probably checked, by
alarming adin better condition than anticipated. vices from Brazil. Bonds were ir-

HENRY CLEWS HAS PERTINENT The new tariff has not as yet proved
SAYINGS REGARDING THE
a serious check, although Us full ef
fects; have yet to be seen.
PANAMA CANAL
Neverthe
have
less, American manufacturers
New York, Jan. 7 There is no small shown energetic readiness la meeting
reason to regret at the shadow cast aew conditions, and thus far the arover our friendly relations with rivals of foreign cottons and woolens
Great Britain through our attitude on have not been such as to seriously
the Panama canal question. We are threatea
American manufacturers.

about to celebrate one hundred years
of peace with Great Britain, and this
point of irritation should be adjusted
in some way before that event begins.
Not everybody is aware that Great
Britain is by far our best customer.
She and her colonies take vastly more
of our products than any other nation,
f
is early
of our exports go
thence and over
of, our
imports come from the British-- em
pire. The commercial relation's be
tween the two nations are enormously
valuable to each. To a large degree
the two countries are interdependent,
and whatever seriously hurts the one
must inevitably affect the other.
There are hundreds, of millions of
British capital In the United States,
which we could not drive away without injury to ourselves. No two nations have more Jin. common than the
United States and Great Britain as
to traditions, language, government,
commerce, industry, etc. True we
are rivals. But that rivalry should be
of the best sort; and our" contests
should be as between builders and
not as between destroyers. Both
countries have been conspicuous lead
era in the efforts towards, abolishing
war; and yet, in spite of all of these
efforts, and in spite of the mass of
publik; opinion, a small noisy minor
ity persists in creating friction and
misunderstanding between the two
most powerful nations on the globe.
Such a state of affairs Beems v. iter
foolishness In the eyes of other nations; and for this country to conspicuously support high ideals in in
ternational conduct and then not tti
strictly live up to the Panama treaty
obligations, the terms of which at
least it would appear call for arbitra
tion or some other mode of adjust
ment, is downright dishonesty. It is,
moreover, unquestionably disapprov
ed by the great mass of public opin
ion in America. Our government can
not afford to descend to practices
which Its subjects could not conscientiously indorse. If the country really
desires to denounce the treaty with
Great Britain and that is highly
doubtful let us do so in a legitimate
fashion, and stand prepared to give
Great Britain some equivalent for
surrendering advantages to us which
we cannot give back. On the surface
there is something in the contention
that having built the canal we should
have the right to favor American
vessels by free tolls. But we barter
ed this right away in consideration
of Great Britain surrendering certain
rights and privileges; so, if we are
to favor American vessels, some
other form of compensation must be
adopted. At present there are only
a few lines of American ships likely
to use the canal, and these all hap
pen to be in prosperous condition.
warrant the
Should circumstances
extension of some favor to American
ships, possibly no, better expedient
can be found than that of compensation in the form of ra postal subsidy
In consideration that such vessels
should conform to our government's
requirements such as great speed as
mail carriers and also to be subject
to be taken for use at appraised value
in case of war. Whatever may be
tbe 3ust claims of
done
American ship owners, our treaties
with foreign nations should be ree exgarded as solemn obligations,
pect other countries to stand by their
agreements, and we must do likewise;
otherwise. internatipnal comity will
be impossible, and. jvevylU drive England and Germany into some sort of
"entente cprdiale" against the United
States, especially., with visions before
them of our Monroe doctrine, which
Kurope generally dislikes. The drift
in that direction is already unpleasantly suggestive. '
The New Year opens with good reasons for hopefuluess. Commercial
and financial conditions in the United States are much more satisfactory
than a year ago. For over a year all
business transactions have been conducted upon a rigidly conservative
basis. There has been no overproduction by our mills, and no overbuying by our merchants. Conservatism
has dominated everywhere. Liquidation hns eliminated weak spots, and
financial
been
conditions have
strengthened by steady contraction
and a closer safeguarding of credit
operation's.
The steel Industry has
been unduly repressed, not by overproduction, but b lack of orders due

7,

The failures last week ia retail dry

were not significant.
goods circles
The retail trade as a whole, though
not quite as active as a year ago, is
in very; sound condition.
the failures
referred to having been due to special causes and the best authorities
look forward to a huge business during 1914. At the west there has been
some temporary slowing down of general trade during the close of the
year, partly owing to the fact that
Is always a period of
the year-endull business and partly because the
wave of depression which began la
New York has a lesser degree extended,,, itself .throughout the west.
No serious reaction, however,,, Is an
ticipated, aad among the, best fudges
there ds a tone of pronounced, .confi
dence. Ia the northwest the winter
wheat Is reported in fiae coaditioa.
ify the south conditions are generally
satisfactory, the cotton crop, like the
cereal crops having turned out better
than expected.
On the stock exchange confidence
is steadily reviving as a result of the
new currency bill and the more reas
onable attitude of Washington toward
big business; also because of a grow
ing hope that the railroads will la
due season receive some consider
ation from the interstate coaimerce
Political agitation is becommission.
coming less popular. Quite a fair
advance has takea place la the lead
causing securities and profit-takinreactions. The out
ed temporary
look, however, is still favorable to a
well sustained market subject to moderate reactions through profit realiz
ing. Tho local financial' situation is
sound and is likely to strengthen la
the first few months of the new
year. From a worldwide viewpoint
the United States is in better financial and commercial condition than
any other country in the world. This
is worth bearing ni' mind, for the
United States has often in the past
led the world in business recovery.
We have been through a period of
ltquidatioa and contraction. Great
Britaia is just beginning this process,
while Germany has not yet emerged
from a reactioa which begaa over a
year ago. The financial situation la
Europe is still one!ot strain owing to
effects of the Balkan war and the
exhaustion of capital by the continued pressure of new Issues ia England,
France and Germany. For thesa reasons It is hardly to be expected that
Europe can lead any upward movement in American stocks, especially
as the floating supply of our stocks
abroad is much reduced.. Canada is
still suffering from overborrowiDg
and Canadians have large sums out
on call lin this market which would
be withdrawn in case of emergency.
Of late there has been some Improve
ment in the local investment demand;
also a better inquiry for oonds from
institutions, as is usual at this sea
son.
There is still a considerable
short interest in the market. Occa
sional reactions muBt be expected,
but conditions as a whole favor a
more active and stronger market.
d
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HENRY. CLEWS.
'TJiim-u-

Cola's to be Taken Seriously oi
nennln realize; that com
mon colds should be treated promptly.
If there Is sneezing ana cniumeao
with hnnrsRnp.ss. ticklint? throat and
coughing, begin promptly the use of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
is effective, pleasant to taice, cnecms
a .pnirt nnrt otnns the COUKh which
causes loss of sleep and lowers the
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May it prove Full of
Happiness sxrvd Prosperity

regular.
Stocks rebounded easily when
pressure relaxed. Reading, .Southern
Pacific and Baltimore & Ohio sold
fractionally above yesterday's close,
and large recoveries were made In
s
other shares.
The market closed irregular. For
the most part, prices were made ia
the fiaal hour uader lead of the Hill
shares aad Southern Pacific. There
were also some coatrary movements
in the specialties, including a five-poiadvance in Harvester, 3 points
dein Rumely preferred, and
clines ia Wool worth. The last sales:
72r,z
Amalgamated Copper
170:&
American Beet Sugar
94 2
Atchison
.111
Northern Pacific
.". .".16il?&
Reading
91
Southern Pacific
15S-.Union Pacific
5STs
United States Steel
:'.107
United States Steel, pfd

'
tMjperx.-JEWELER.

.

'

THE DUi OA
GUS

WEDNESDAY

J JANUAR.Y, 7th.

UILL-PRESBiT.

That Very Funny Play That lias Swept the Whole

',

"With Cyclones of Laughter.
Overshadowing: Any Cartoon Play Produced Since

Ink Was Invented.

a

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 7. Stop loss selling
by exhausted longs brought about a
fresh break today ia the price of
to
corn,,,, The market opened,
flower, andireacted only a trifle.

IfCOC

,

Of

to
The close was steady
'
net lower.
Wheat was bearishly affected by Ihe
depression of corn and by lower cables, prices started unchanged to
cent lower, but then rallied somewhat. The close was steady 4
to
above last night.
Oats gave way with corn.
First sales of provisions varied
from last night's level to five cents
off. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 91 ; July 87.
Corn, May 66; July 65.
Oats, May 39; July ZSY2.
Pork, Jan. $20.37; May $20.85.
Lard, Jan. $10.62; May $10.97.
Ribs, Jtfay $11.10.

i&rf;)

(

n

t

FTP

rename

The Two Funny Fellows

Come to Life, You See Theai
in the Morning: Papers, and

Meet Them Face to Face at

the Theatre.

50 - PEOPLE - SO
TWO CARS OF SPECIAL SCENERY

14 Months in New York, 6 Months in Chicago, 4 Months in Boston

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Prices, $1.50, $1.00 and 75c

Kansas City, Jan. 7. Hogs, receipts
14,000.
Market 5 to 10 cents lower.
Bulk $7.708.05;
heavy $88.10;
packers and butchers $7.908.10;
v
lights $7.708; pigs $77.45.
Cattle, receipts 5,000. Market steady
to strong. Prime fed stpers $8.50
9.70; dressed beef steers $7.258.40;
western steers $6.758.50; southern
steers $68; cows $4.507.35; heifers $6.509; stockers and feeders
$5.757.50; bulls $5.257.35; calves
$6.50811.
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market stea&mbs $7.508.15';
dy.
yearlings
$6.257.25; wethers, $5. 506; ewes

-
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73-17

Seats at Murphey's

W

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Phonm Mmlnil

$4.505.50.

A FINAL CLOSING

OUT OF SUITS AND

COATS
11

All S25, S27.50,S30r
S35 and S40
SUITS and COATS

S15. S17.50, S20

and S22.50
SUITS fxnd COATS

TntplTIPfiiif

vital resistance.

O. G.

Red Cross Drug Store.
INVESTIGATING

scnaeier

u

Adv.

LIGHTHOUSES

Washington, Jan. 7. The official
inquiry into the workings of the. Unit
ed States lighthouse service, an
nounced some time ago by Secretary
Redfield, was begun today. The In
vestigation is the result of general
charges made against the service as a
whole and a sceciflo charge that the
government has been paying too much
for a certain type of acetylene buoys
it has been using at many points.

JANUARY 'WHITE SALE
v.

JAN. 2 to

25 to 33 1-- 3

givings.

,

Per Cent Eeductions ba All White Goods

Superiority in Shoe Service Tells
testes

Individual

the Selection of styles and

sxre considered in

leathers. Years of experience have taught us how to properly
fit eaxh foot. We ca.rry only the best shoes obtainable.

Prices S3.50 to S6.00
'The Store gf Quality"

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 7. Indications of

liquidation and short selling were not
lacking in today's early m&rlitj,. Further consideration of the Union Pacific's Balf.more and Ohio plan seemed to be amended by fear of reduced
dividends on other high prndas, aa
well as in issues, the earnings of
which have recently given rise to mid
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Warner's
Rust Proof
Corsets
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B. Haskell of Ribera was a business
visitor here today.
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Adv.
Komaine.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Washburn of Mora
were visitors in Las Vegas today.
Rev. J. S. Moore left this afternoon
for Watroua on a short business visit.
W. J. Parsons of Santa Fe came in

lows:"
LOT

21c

-is

Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns and Skirts, 65c
43c
values at
LOT 4 Drawers, Gowns and
7oc. and 85o values
Skirts,
'
,

to- -

i'lf

wt-di-

LOT 3

A. O. Taylor and E. O. Allen of Den-

W. G. Ogle left this afternoon for
Wagon Mound for a short business

'

,

at

59c
...-1-- ,LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Princess, 'Slips, Skirts and Combi-

visit.
..I M
P. C. Camfield of Kansas City, Mo.,
nation Suits, $ 1 values at79c
came in last night for a short busiLOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Prinness visit
cess Slips, .Skirts and CombiJ. P. Caldwell of Springer came in
nation Suits, $1.25 values
98c
at - .
last night for a short business visit
in Las Vegas.
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowsfir PrinC. B. stubblefield came In last night
cess Slips, Skirts and Combif?om Albuquerque after a short Dimnation Suits, .';.'$1.50 and $1.75
:
ness visit there.
values
C. D. Black of Mora came in yester
GRAUBARTH
B8FFUAN
day afternoon for a short business
visit in Las Vegas.
Fboac Main 104
The Fopultr Price Start
George Hile returned to his home
at Watrous today after having been
a vfpitor here for the past few days
ELZEA DIES
Mts. H. G. Coors left this after LLOYD
noon for Denver for a several weeks'
visit with her daughter, Mrs. Robert
GTER LONG ILLNESS
Hanks.
J. A. Rush, advance agent for the
play, "A Girl from the Underworld," YOUNG MAN WAS ACCOUNTANT
FOR THE SANTA FE IN
vas a business visitor in Las Veghs
;THE SOUTHWEST
today.
R. E. Baer, agent for the Reining-toThis morning at 7 o'clock at the
Typewriter company, came in last
nip'ut from Albuquerque for a short Santa Fe" hospital, Lloyd E. Elzea,
an accountant for the Santa Fe railharness visit.
a
J. B.: Cook and A. A. (Grosette of way, covering the territory from
an
EI
died
to
last
following
in
the
night
Paso,
arrived
city
Ribera
and will be business visitors for the illness of several months. Mr. Elzea
had been a patient of the hospital
next few days.
H. C. Moll of Farmington, Mo., ar- for the past 11 months, but only
rived in Las Vegas last night and during the past month had he been
will remain here for some time as a seriously ill.
Mr. Elzea was 26 years of age and
business visitor.
was
a native of Kansas, having been
last
left
Wertz
Chris
Mrs.
Mr. and
near Ottawa, Kas. Besides his
born
where
Ariz.,
they
Bisbee,
for
night
Wertz
Mr.
who has been in Las Vegas
wife,
future.
will locate for the
his illness, Mr. Elzea is sur
Santa
the
here
during
by
been
employed
lias
Fe Railway company in Superintend- vived by his parents and several sis
ent F. L. Myers offlce. .He, will be ters and brothers, all of whom reside
connected with Charles Allen, former- In Kansas.
Bisbee.
Tho foody, accompanied by Mrs.
ly a resident of Las Vegas, in
Elzea. will be sent to Kansas tomor
row niig!t on train No. 2 and burial
will
there next week. The body
CROAKED DEALERS ARE will be
be prepared for Its journey by
com'the Las Vegas Undertaking

ati

1-25
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0.

SUUED

A .number of Las Vegas business
men who have been Interested in the
D. A. MounDay land fraud case and
who have some knowledge of the
facts, have been subpoenaed to appear in Kansas City, Kan., on January 13, when the trial of Mr. and
Mrs. MounDay will be opened. Mr.
and Mrs. MounDay were indicted v.
several counts some time ago for using the United States mail to defraud.
The case has caused considerable interest in this part of the country, as
the land sold is on the Ortiz grant,
south of Las Vegas.
;,
Those who are to appear next
week are George E. Morrison, Lorenzo
Delgado,A. A, Sena, George A. Fleming, R. B. Rice, Vincent Jones, John L.
Zimmerman, E. E. Johnson and F. O.
o
Blood. A number of men from
also are said to be under summons to appear at the trial.
Practically all those from Las Vegas will leave' 'Sunday for Kansas
City, and will" remain there dutiftg
the entire trial?
Cha-perit-

The "Mischief Quartette" and lt'
Work

Each year the month of January
numbers its list of victims from influenza, la grippe, bronchitis and
pneumonia. The prompt use of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound will
check the onset of a cold and stop a
cough, preventing the development to
more serious conditions. Keep it on
hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Adv.
Drug Store.

HIISS LEVY BECAME A
BRIDE

LAST EVENING

IN
LAS VEGAS GIRL IS UNITED
MARRIAGE TO M. S. GLACIER
OF SOCORRO

Yesterday evening at 7 o'clock Miss
Pauline Levy and Mr. M. S. Glacier
were united in marriage by Dr. Jacob
H. Landau at the home of the bride's
mother on Seventh street. Following
the ceremony a wedding dinner was
served and later the young couple left
for Denver where they will spend
their honeymoon.
The ceremony was witnessed only
PUNISHED DY COURT pany.
bv the immediate friends and rela
tives of the couple, and was hretty
its simplicity. The Levy home
THE for
PRESIDENT OF; RADIO TLEPHONE PLAN TO REMOVE
wf s attractively decorated for the oc
COMPANY AND ASSOCIATES
casion with lilies and smilax, and a
SENTENCED
POLES FROil STREETS huge wedding bell, under which the ce
remony was performed, was suspend
New York, Jan. 7 James Dunlop
This
TeleBOOSTERS SAY THEY WILL BE ed fom the center of the room.
Smith nresident of the Radio
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nhone company, was sentenced 'by
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lax.
BEAUTIFY HIGHWAYS
Judge Hunt today to spend a year and
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Elmer Burlingame,
visited Las Vegas a
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tjmes. He is located at
carrying
tw and a half years' imprisonment suspend
ley wire from the buildings on eith- Socorro whare tie is. espipioyeu uy
and fined $10,100;
mercantile firm.
a
subsidia
er side of the street.
The Ellsworth company,
The guests attho wedding numberC. Chappelle, vice president and
C
corpora
the
handled
which
parent
Ty,
20.
ed
general manager of (the company,
tion's stock, was fined $10,500.
who
Las
in
rvlsited
that
Vegas,
recently"
The government charges
vestors in Ramo stock were swindled when approached on this subject
EAST OF LIGHTS" IS
out of a million dollars by the false stated that the plan would be satis
The
Idea
to
the
defendants.
of
the
company.
factory
representations
in removing ,the poles is to improve OBSERVED AT CHURCH
the . appearance of..Jhe,; business
TRY SHERIFF FOR MURDER
Newark, N. J., Jan. 7 The case of streets. No doubt this project will
Henry Parese, a former deputy sher be realized f within the next few ST. PAUL'S PARISH CELE3RATES
WITH UNUSUALLY IMPRESiff who is under indictment for mur months, as those working for this
SIVE CEREMONIES
der, was called in court today for improvement comprise the most con. .
trial. Parese is alleged to .have shot sistent (boosters in the city.
and kied Antonio Demonato on AugEpiphany; or T he Feast of Lights,"
ust 27 last. The two men engaged in
was .observed last, ntght at St Paul's
a street quarrel, the outcome" of which VARD'S ! PICTURE WILL Memorial" Episcopal church wth
was the fatal shooting of Demonato.
beautiful ceremonies. A number "of
children of the congregation took
DAKG
JPTTDE HALL the
CONGRESSMAN MARRIES
part in the services and demeaned
Washington, Jan. 7 Washington
themselves excellently. The choir ot
beautiful mu&ic.
society, the congressional contingent TRUSTEES OF NEW MEXICO ASY- (he church firai-AeLUM WILL PRESERVE THE
of 'he con
in particular, was interested in the
S.
Rev. J.
Mw.'J,
7
STEWARD'S MEMORY
a
xvin ni.
short
wedding which took place today of
preached
gregation,
Miss Anna Portner of this city and
is the day set apart by
Epiphany
Tho ; mompry of George W. Ward,
the church for the (elebration of the
Henry D. Flood, who represents the
25 years steward of the New Mexhouse.
for
In
the
district
Tenth Virginia
extension of the Christian faith to
The church ceremony and the recep- ico Hospital for the Insane, will be the Gentiles. It is observed also
tion which followed were largely at- perpetuated by the board of trustees by the Roman Catholic .communion.
of the institution, according to action
...
tended.
taken yesterday. An' excellent photo
A Difference In Working Hours
THIRD SAILOR DIES
graph of Mr. Ward, one J?.ken when
luau c "
"h
must jwork perfectCharleston, S. C. Jan. 7. The third he was In the prime of health, will be His24 body organs
hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
death from smallpox among men ex- enlarged and hung in the main hall ly
work.
Weak, sore, inactive kidneys
posed on the battleship Ohio, which of the asylum building. Mr. Ward did can not do it They must be sound
look the infection on the recent Med- a great deal for the 'asylum. It was and healthily active all the time. Foso.
iterranean cruise, was recorded here he that made it the model irrigation ley Kidney Pills will make them
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TICKETS

GAME
LARGE CROWD EXPECTED
DAY NIGHT AT HIGHS-"Y- "
BASKETBALL CONTEST

'

MATCH FOR CHAVEZ
Albuquerque, N., M., Jan. 7. Johnny
Lewis, Pacific coast featherweight,

with a record that puts him in a class
will be the oppon
of
ent for Benny Chavez, of Trinidad
in the main event of a boxing card to
be staged by Director Mark Levy of
the New Mexico A.. C. on January 16,
Lewis was selected from a list of
half a dozen good boys, chiefly because of his record, which shows him
to 'be one of the best
now fighting in the west. Lewis has
two draws with JiSiitny Fox, of San
Francis,co, to his credit, and Fox it
will be remembered, recently got a
bout
draw from Chavez in a
.

Denver.

Articles of agreement were forward
ed last night to the managers of Chavez and Lewis, and the quartette is
expected to arrive, here the last of
this week to begin active training for
the contest.
j u
The return of Benny Chavez to Albuquerque will le a big' treat for Al
buquerque fans, who have always be
lieved the Trinidad boy had'the mak
in the fistic
ings of a
world. Since Chavez fought here last
August, he has advanced1 rapidly and
is now credited with being one of the
best featherweights in the country.

ASKS THAT

COMMISSION
THINKS THE INTERSTATE
SHOULD

ACT
BODY

SETTLE NEW
SHIPPING

Washington, Jan.

7.

II

:5n

Reorganization

of the ,New York, New(0Hayen. and
iiartfordrailroad took.jfc new turn to-

.BANK a TRUST
PEOPLE
OF EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
cvt

the close

Coin..
Silver Coin....

Gold

Capital Stock Paid In

National Bank Notes

i:t:r
"

Total Resources.....

2,700
8.459
24,882.10
2,012.30

...

jii

9.800.53

W. Harris, President

$

3,709.00

Undivided Profits (Including accrued interest
and any other amounts set aside for special
purposes, less current expenses)

8,438.47

Due to Banks

5,908.97

Individual Deposits, subject to check without

notice.....

117,808.23

Savings Deposits or Deposits In Interest or
Savings Department
Certificates of Deposit
Cashier's Checks outstanding

; .

..

110

.4 per cent
. ..2 per cent
'.

9,244.15
30.848.51

,

38G.50

Total Liabilities

....550

114.220.00

Surplus

. . . .$320,653.83

Depositors
Number of Savings Depositors
All Other Depositors, (excluding Banks)
Interest Paid on Deposits
On Savings Deposits
On Other Individual Deposits....

John

$272,799.88

3,130
1,207.55
5,463
1

$320,G53.83

Dividends paid during the past year on Capital Stock
No
No

Amount,...,
PerCent... .;.
Date Paid.

.',,.Nq

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President

Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary

... DIRECTORS ...

SIgmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chaa. Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. I Eatchelor, Clements PadOJa, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer B. Veeder, Jose Felix EsqulbeL
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt AppeL George H. Hunker.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

.,

,
County of San Miguel
I. W. lively, Assistant Secretary, and John. W. Harris," President, and Geo. H. Hunker, 'Director, and
Bermhardt Appel, Director, and Cecilio Rosenwald, Director of the Peoples Bank and Trust Company
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, a Trust Company organized under the laws of the Territory, now State
of New Mexico, upon oath duly sworn, each for himself deposeth and says, that the above and fore.

'
going statements of the Resources and Liabilities, Deposits, Interest paid on deposits and Dividends
on
and
of
the above named bank at the close of business December 21st, 1813 are
paid
Stock,
Capital
'
correct' and true.
.,
i
I. W. Lively, Assistant Secretary; John W. Harris, President; Geo. II. Hunker, Director; Eernhardt
Appel, Director; Cecilio P. Rosenwald, Director
"
" Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th
day of January A. D. 1914.
W. C. FUGATE, Notary Public.
My Commission expires M arch 28, 1915.
!
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and senate and house office buildings.
When congress reassembles the official quarters will be spick and span.
Later on, by February, the enlargement of the house office building,
now In progress, to accommodate the
Increased membership, will be completed. These alterations will afford
all members of the house quarters
there or at the capitol. Without the
enlargement of the building many
new members would have been compelled!, to occupy quarters in a building outside the capitol grounds.
All around the attic floor of the
house building, on the innar courtyard sides, have been built 43 rooms,
and eight more have been added on
the third floor, making in all 470
rooms available for both individual
members and: committee rooms.
of
Elliott Wood, superintendent
$ie capitol, has had a new dark
green carpet put on the senate cham
ber to harmonize with its mahogany
decorations, has put additional lights
in the cloak rooms of both houses,
has embellished the lobbies and press
galleries, converted the house inters
state commerce commission (office
Into a miniature court room in appearance, and later, will haul down
the portraits of some distinguished
former speakers In the house lobby
and smudge their faces with varnish,

EMS
li CALIFS

THE DISTRICT
SO ANNOUNCES
I: ATTORNEY IN LOS ANGELES'1"

Washington, Jan. 7. Taking advantage of the congressional recess
until January 12, a largo force of
painters, decorator3 and mechanics
have been beautifying the capitol

LIABILITIES

.

McReynolds.

CAPITOL IS IMPROVED

of business December 31. 1913

Lofna and Discounts
Sec'd by R'l State (incl, mortg's
owned)
$ 25,602.05
Sec'd by Col't'l other than Real
Estate!
91.521.50
All Other Loans
155,676,33
Overdrafts
None
Bonds, Stocks, Warrants, Etc. . .
Furniture and Fixtures
Due from Banks
Checks and Other Cash Items. ..
Actual Cash on Hand

TVEITfJE

The committee was introduced by
Senator Weeks and , consisted of
George Hutchinson, C. F. Weed and
Russell' Robb. Theodore .W." Gregory,
the special assistant who has charge
of the New Haven easefWas also present. '
The Boston committee told Mr. McReynolds that it had no objection to a
separation of the New Haven from the
Boston and Maine, the Boston and Albany railways and from its interstate
trolley lines. But it was said to have
taken the position that the question
of the disposition of the New Haven's
steamship lines should be solved by
the interstate commerce commission.
The Panama canal act gives to the
commission authority for such action.

J?y

REPOR.T OF THE CONDITION OF

day when'' a committee representing
the Boston chamber of commerce presented the views of that organization
on the whole transportation problem
in New England to Attorney General
,'

CD

14

RESOURCES

,

BOSTON

vio

STATE BANK REPORT

FRI-

With the Y. M. C. A and the Highs
practicing hard for their game Friday evening at the armory, and with
the ticket sale booming, there is
every indication that a big crowd
will witness a classy basketball contest. The Highs, most of whom
are little fellows, will depend upon
speed-- ' and team
work, while the
"Y" bunch, with years of experience
behind each player, is looking forward to an easy victory.
There
are many followers of basketball in
the city who concede to the Highs
an j excellent chance to win, - though
the! mkjority, however, favor llienY.
'"
M. C.
hunch.
The official ' line-u-p
of ttie team
from the "Business Men's clas which
will play a game of volleyball with
the Seniors as a preliminary to the
'basketball contest was announced
today and ds as follows: Mills, captain; Tooker, Ilfeld, Root and Dennis, with Klnkel and Tillman as substitutes. Las Vegans got their first
Introduction"1 to volleyball oh Christmas day, and there will be much interest manifested in the game Fri-da- y
'
The (lineup for the
evening
Senors' team had not been selected,
but H will be a strong aggregation.
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SEVERAL LOCAL BUSINESS
MEN
WILL TESTIFY IN MOUNDAY
LAND FRAUD CASE

1

Corset Covers and
LOT'
Drawers, 40c and 50c values

last night for a short business visit.
r were commercial visitors here

.

I

U M

TO ACT AS WITNESSES

Corset Covers and
Drawer! 25o, and 35c values

at

J

LAS VEGANS

We again offer our patrons
the qlioicefjlieehjfction of underwear in muslin,' cambric, nainsook and .crepe ranging as fol-

JANUARY

t?

-nn

9th

Annual White Goods Sale

PERSONALS

n o 5 6

WEDNESDAY,

TRIAL

of the dynamite cases in Indianapo"
lis.
Besides Tveitmoe the labor leaders
accused are J. "E. Munsey of Salt
Lake City, Anton Johannsen
and
Eugene A. Clancy of San Francisco.
Tveitmoe's case will be called before
Judge Wellborn, In the United States
district court, January 12, to be set
for trial.
The indictments against the labor
leaders were based upon an alleged
conspiracy between them to bring to
the coast the dynamite used by Ortie
E. McManigal, Informer against the
MoNamara brothers, in an attempt
to blow up an iron foundry here on
Christmas day, 1910.

THIS XfTERNOON "

!'m

'

"TRUST" MAY DISSOLVE
Chicago, Jan. 7. The suit of the
federal government against the Associated Bill Posters of the United
States and Canada for alleged violation of the anti-trulaw is on the
docket for trial in Judge Landis'
court tomorrow. Recently reports
have been in circulation that negotiations have been started with a view-tterminating the proceedings by a
voluntary dissolution of the combine.

BASEBALL

San Francisco, Jan. 7. Olaf Tveit
the news that he must
stand trial in Los Angeles with equal
nonchalence and skepticism.
"There should be on file in the
records of the United States attorney's office," he said, "a stipulation
entered into between Bert Schelslng-er- ,
representing Anton Johannsen,
Eugene A. Clancy, Munsey and myself, and Oscar Lawler, representing
the government as special counsel,
by which it was agreed these Loe
Angeles cases should be dropped, in
view of the federal prosecutions covering the same grounds. I suppose
that stipulation still stands."
TveLtmoe and Clancy are each under $60,000 bail, set by the United
States district court in Indianapolis,
and $l,i300' .bail, set in Los Angeles.
Munsey and Johannsen were indicted
by the government.
moe took

NOTES.

NEW ERA IN CHRISTIAN

MISSIONS

-

Ty Cobb's batting record shows a
grand average of .371 for tiie nine
years he has been playing in the ma
jor leagues.
Big Ed" Konetchy, the Pittsburgh
first sacker, says he has two brota
ers who could "beat him all hollow'
as ball players only tliey fight shy

of

city life.
Luther H. "Dummy" Taylor, tba
former Giant flinger, wants to Me a,

umpire in the Central league, ills
says that he can conduct a Earn a
with signs so that players and spectators will understand.
Manager Bill Carrigan of the Re
Sox will consent to no trade that involves Harold Jaavrin. BUI belieTea
Janvrln will show regular big league
stuff next season.
Manager Miller Iluggins is keen t
land Pitcher "Lefty" Tyler of the
Craves. With Sallee; Robinson and
Tyler the Cardinals would hav a
trio of southpaws capable' ol holding
the hig stickers. u,,t- In the few years that Dan Howley
haa been la baseball 'he has playe-with Indianapolis, Grand RapMs, Utl-cCleveland, Portland, Ore.,
and Montreal. Next Kdttjsi
he goes to Oakland. Calif.
It is reported in CI u at
ident Murphy of HcCa'sUi
Outfielder Frank S, i u t o i t ' '
ket. Two years a"i V ' v s
sented with en ruIojUj'.-- J ' r

'New,,. York, Jan. ,,.7 Five 'hundred
members and friends of
home and foreign mission boards of
the United States and Canada are to
gather about the banquet board at
the Hotel Astor next Tuesday evening to listen to addresses on "The
New Era in Christian Missions." The
gathering will be held under the auspices of the missionary education
movement and will be representative
of many religious denominations.
Those in attendance will Include
!!-many of the delegates to the home t'ifl not wl
Ic&me.
tional
e
and foreign mission North Amerieao-widG t
Till
h
conference, which will open in
lu
ol In i e n L
this city Wednesday. Among the i
il . !
r't r
noted men who wiil speak at the n
"
tl
will be J. Ernest McAfee, seere-retar- y
I. i
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
of the Presbyterian board; Ir.
r
e
John U. Moit, representing tlie vri4
J. Caa;:1;!!
MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem- missionary confevi-ucostitching to order. Call afternoons, While, perifr;U .tea clary of ttio lay814 Douglas avenue.
men's missionary novcnient, tnH Dr.
itos;'1 Angeles, Jan. 7.Olaf Tveit
raoej the San Francisco labor leader,
granted a retrial by the United
States circuit court yesterday in the
Indianapolis conspiracy, must stand
trial in Los Angeles on a charge relative to the transportation ot explosives for illegal purposes, according
to an announcement today by Albert
Schoonover, United States district
attorney.
The charges were filed In indictments returned by the federal grand
jury nearly two years ago, following
the conviction of the McNamara
brothe-rsand Just before the trial

of Knox

He Says Case Was Dropped

'

'

Alfred Gaudier, principal
college, Toronto.
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LODDY

HOT WATER CURE

5he OPTIC

RESTORES THE

HYDROTHERAPEUTIC
PROCESS IS
TRIED IN CALIFORNIA
WITH SUCCESS

Scientific
Stockton, Calif., Jan.
methods have made possible the cure
o fully 35 per cent of insane persona,
taken to the Stockton Slate hospital
for the insane.
This was, the positive declaration of
Dr. Fred P. Clark, medical superintendent of the Institution.
The hydrotherapeutic process, supplemented by the new
method, is working curative miracles
which give assurance of an almost
complete victory over "dementia
praecox," the prevailing form of insanity afflicting a, large proportion of
the inmate of state hospitals.
Since the introduction of the "water
cure" at the state hospital the percentage of recoveries has increased enormously. Acute cases, due to alcoholsimilar
ism, worry, overwork and
causes, but temporarily relieved by
medicine, are either restored to!( normal mentality or prevented from becoming violently insane.
Acute insanity brought on by poor
circulation, nervous disorders or unsanitary conditions of living, readily
yields ,to the hydrotherapeutic treat
ment, which is nothing less than the
application of water In varying degrees of temperature and force. Na
ture is assisted in the performance
of her functions and the patient is re
stored to a normal condition by the
tox
elimination of the
ins.

"Under the old system," said Dr.
Clark, "a person was brought to the
institution acutely Insane, with his
system charged with poison resulting
from the failure of the eliminating
i
functions.
"Here are some women patients
who showed absolutely no interest in
anything when they were committed.
This was the result of the anaemic
condition of the brain. They were
given the 'water cure', which restored
the circulation, and now they are re
covering.
"Among the more than 2,000 pa
tients in this hospital there are fully
500 who would have been restored to
useful citizenship had hydrotheraphy
been practiced earlier. Now well,
they will die here, because it Is too
late to help them. Except in cases
in which insanity is caused by disease
or injuries which break down the brain
tissues, or in which it is paronoical
in character, and we can get them in
time, the nrognosia is favorable in
about 85 per cent.
"The action of the warm water in
the hydrotherapeutic treatment re.
lieves the muscular strain about the
capillaries and smaller blood vessels
by relaxation, bringing the blood, fo
the surface and restoring the normal
circulation. The toxins are thus eliminated through the natural channels.
The dull, anaemic patients are aroused, as though given a tonic, while the
noisy, fighting ones are quieted and
calmed. In other words, the 'middle
of the road' condition is restored."

CAFE

CHAPMAN

II

COLUMN

7.

brain-cloudin- g

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MIT

INSANE

RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
HO.
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday
A. M. Regular comnight a
munication "first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
in S o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are eo
each month. Visiting iially welcome. J. C. Werta, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

-

RATES

TOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVEP-Tl- f

EUtNTS

NUMBER, MAIN

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordial- ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advince preferred.

OPTIC

Petten, Secretary.

.

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY,

NO. 2,

WKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR

.'

Reg-usila-

r

Tuea- conclave
In
each
month
at
4y
Temple at 7:19 p. m. a. H.
Klniel B. C; Chu. Tamrae,

Ma-son- le

'

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
. ,7:20
7:45 p. m.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
p. m
A. Brlnegaiv H. P.; p. o. No. 4.. .11:54 p. m
11:59 p. m.
Blood, Secretary.
m.
2:30
No. 8..
2:25 a. m
m
2:00
No. 10..
1:35 p. m
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
. West
LODGE NO
fjound
1. Meeta every
Arrive
Monday evening at
Depart
their ban on Sixth street All TfcJtlng No.
1:10 p. m
1:35 p. m.
brethren cordially Invited to attend No.
6:40 a. m.
6:35 a. m..
F. D. Pries, N. O.; Gu9 Lehman, V.
4:20 P. m..
4:30 p. m.
G.; No.
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Weru No. 9.... 6:35
m..
7:00 p. m,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcoclt, Cemeterj
.

7...

.

,

WANTED

Switches
to make; Trustee.
switches made from hadr combings; work guaranteed. 511 Ninth B. P.
O. ELKS Meete second and
street Phone Main 389.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth Btreet and
uougias avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condcn,
une aun colored mare Secretary.
,
mule at city pound, Saturday, Jan
uary 10, at 10 o'clock a. in.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES
oii-ui-

For Rant

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

"if you use

OF SECURin
street on the
Mondays of each

ITY COUNCIL NO.
W. O. W. hall. Sixth

first and third

233Q.-Me- etp(

EMPRESS
FLOUR

itjjJNT

1.

E. ROSENWALD

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you a do wiy
way when you
learn how Much

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR realb is. g
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

LODGE NO. 54t

I. O. of B. B.

Meets every first Tues
day of the month In the vestry roomi
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p
WILL buy and sell cattle and horses. m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
Address 8. Esquibel, Mineral Hill, vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
N. M.
,
Greenclay, Secretary.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Dentist
9
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
Dental work of any description at
on the second and fourth Mondays o)
moderate prices
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main Ml
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
Local Deputy. Visiting
Montague,
members are especially welcooe and
DR. F B. HUXMANN

Professional Health Culture for Ladies cordially Invited.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meet
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manisecond and
rourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Pioneer building. Visiting members
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 n. m, are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, P.. S.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Pompilio Buccl, deceased.
ATTORNEY
State of New Mexico, County of an
HUNKER & HUNKER
Miguel, Office of the Probate Cleri:
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Honktt
County of San Miguel, N. M.
To all whom it may concern, greet
Attorn
ins::
Las Vegas,
Neir Mexl
foil are hereby notified that the
24th. day of February A. D. 1914, lias
MONUMENT CO
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Albuquerque, N. M."
Court, in and for the County and
215 E. Central
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
23 Years Practical Experience.
the last will and testament of said
Pompilio Buoct, deceased.
E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal NOTICE, STOCKHOLDERS
MEETof the Probate Court this 24th day' of
ING
'
December, A. D. 1913.
The annual meeting of the stockLORENZO DELGADO,
holders of the Agua Pura Company
Clerk of the Probate Court. of Las Vegas will be held in the office of the company at Las Vegas, N.
M., January 26, 1914, at 3 o'clock p.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
m. for the election of directors and
of Tina G. Elston. deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San for the transaction of such other
business as may come before the
Miguel, Office of the Probate Clerk,
CHAS. ROGERS,
meeting.
County of San Miguel, N. M.,
1914.
l,
Secretary.
January
To all whom It may concern, greeting:
You are hereby notified that the
19th day of February A. D. 1914, has
A gootl remedy for a bad cough Is
been fixed by the Honorabla Proosife
BALLARD'S
HORJEHOUND SYKUP.
Court in and for tha County and State
heals
the
and quiets irritation
it
lungs
as
the
the day to prove
last
aforesaid,
will and testament of eald Tina G. Price 25c, 60c and $1.00 per bottle,
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
Elston, deceased.
In testimony whereof. I have here
Sneffels, Col. A. J. Walsh was
unto set my hand and affixed the Eeal
done up with rheumatism and
of the Probate Court this lStii day of badly
sent forToley Kidney Pills which waa
December, A D., 1913.
the only thing that would cure him.
Geo. Potter ot Pontine, Mo., was down
LORENZO DELGAUO,
Clerk of the Probate Court. on his back with kidney and bladder
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It la a
medicine and always helps.
WANTED Clean cotton rags
at snlendid it.
O. G. Schaefcr and Hod
Just try
Optlo office.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
JONES-BOWER-

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH.
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob

2,000 lbs.,, or
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs.,
200 Ibc, to 1,000 lbs.
EO
lbs, to 200 ba.,
Less than S9 Iba,

S

Each Delivery
Each Delivery

Each Delivery

9

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
......
More, Each Dslvery

eyt-at-La-

wit

ruu

or

month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Furnished rooms with Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flero
private board if desired. 710 Grand man, President; A. D. Tillmivn, Finanavenue.
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
'uk hunt Cottage in desirable Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- East Las Vegas, N. M.
yerea, eiectnc lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 5301.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anfl
fourth
evening each
'uh iUfiiNT To lady oi? gentleman month at Thursday
W. O. W. hall. Visiting
employed, comfortable, furnished brothers
cordially Invited. Howard T
room; no health seekers. Phone
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
5301.
Purple

huh.

rr

20o

.............. 25c
... ...... 30c
.......... ....40c

1CJ iba.
109 lbs.
por 161 laa,
per 1CI Ike,

par
per

.....50c psr

Each Delivery

1SJ lbs,

AGUA PURA COMPANY
t

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors ot Natsral Ice, the Purttl
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Laa Vegaa famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified
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a "good "race? Didn't
they go deliciously?" she threw at
him. And then, "We will go around
by the Delesinontes Road; it ie only
three miles farther, and it is early
In the afternoon; there is nothing to

'iranrT

rc

do."

Francois spoke slowly. "I am afraid
I am going to
I must not, Alixe.
the farm tonight."
RAYPIQND
"To the farm!" Alixe looked at
'AUTHOr? "J THC PIRfTCT TRlDUTf, THE DfTTfTI? TRrA(5Uf?f,TC.
him la surprise. "But you were not
to go over till tomorrow. My father
TILUOTAOT5 &y ILLSVORTfl YOUNG
and I will ride over with you. Have
MTMJLL COHtWIY
9K
you forgotten?"
JJ
OOWfir
"No," said Francois, "I have not for
"And and you will do what you
SYNOPSIS.
can to help Pietro, will you not, my gottenno, indeed. But I am going
'
away tomorrow, Alixe."
son?"
'.'Going away?" Alixe turned sharp
1 Francot
CHAPTER
Beaupre.
A
contraction . twisted Fran- ly, and her
(peasant babe of three years, after an cois' quick
deep blue glance searched
lu
sensitive
mouth
which
Marshal
Incident
Ney
was
and
limusing
gone, hi3 eyes. "What do you mean, Fran- figures. In made a Chevalier of France but this time the general saw. "You
iby the Emperor Napoleon. In the home
may trust me, my Seigneur," the boy
of the lad's parents in Lh village of
France, where the emperor had brief, said, and moved to the door; but the
war.
hold
to
a
council
of
stopped
jly
prophesied that the boy might general called to him as hia hand
one day be a marshal of France under touched the latch.
(another Bonaparte.
"Francoie!" '
CHAPTER II At the age of ten Fran-leo"Yes, my Seigneur." He faced about,
meets a stranger who is astonished
when the boy tells him he may one day steady and grave, and stood holding
rbe a "marshal of France under another the door.
iMapoleon."
"Francois, my son I have not hurt
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates you very much?
You do not love
Sila nerve by climbing a lofty church
Alixe deeply? Do you love her, FranIBteeple. 'This deed is witnessed by the
s
cois?"
who marvels at the boy's
ptranger
and asks him to visit him at
There was a shock of stillness in the
Chateau.
the
old dim library. Through the window
General
visits
CHAPTER IV Francois
where tha children's shout3 had
'the Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
d
.Alixe, his
daughter, lives come iu ten years before to the mart the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
under Napoleon be fires the boy's imag- quis and the general one heard now
ination with stories of his campaigns in the quiet the Budden staccato of a
Iwith the emperor.
late cricket. The general, breathing
CHAPTER V Francois' father loses anxiously, looked at Francoie, FranUils possessions In a game of chance.
cois standing like a statue. The genVI The general offers eral repeated his question softly,
CHAPTER
jJTraneols a home at the Chateau. The breathlessly. "Do you love her, Fran(boy refuses to leave his parents, but in
'the end becomes copyist for the general cois?"
nd learns of the friendship between the
With
that
the
blazed
and
great
eyes
camgeneral and Marquis Zuppi, who
paigned with the General under Napol-wo- the whole face of the boy lighted as
Alixe Turned Sharply.
if a fire had flamed inside a lantern.
He
threw back his head.
cois?" And then, imperiously: "Don't
CHAPTER VTI Marquis Zappi and
,aon, Pletro, arrive at the Chateau. The
"With all my soul," he said. "And tease me, Francois! I don't like it"
general agrees to care for the Marquis' forever."
Francois steadied, hardened his face
inn while the former goes to America.
carefully, and answered: "I am
very
CHAPTER VIII Francois shows markA rushing mountain stream white- - not teasing you, Alixe. I did not tell
ed attention to Marquis Zappl because
he once saved the life of the general. veiled in the falling, black-browin you before because " he stopped, for
The Marquis before leaving for America the
pools tumbled, his voice was going wrong "because
.oaks the boy to be a friend of his son.
Francois solemnly promises.
splashed, brawled down the mountain; I thought we would have our ride just
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to the the mountain hung over, shadowy: as usual today. I only knew about it
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappl dies banks of fern held the rampant brook myself this morning. I am going to
jlf aving Pletro as a ward to the general. in chains of green.
Alixe and Fran-cois- Pietro."
Alixe, Pietro and Francois meet a
riding slowly in the coolness oi
trange boy who proves to be Prince
"Going to Pietro!" Alixe wae gaspIxu is Napoleon. Francois saves his life. the road below, looked up and saw It
ing painfully. "Francois it Is a joke
CHAPTER X The general discovers all, familiar, beautiful, full of old as
tell me it is a poor joke. Quick!"
Francois loves Allxo, and extracts promsociations.
she ordered. "I won't have you play
ise from 'him that he will not interfere
"One misses Pietro," Francois said. with me, torture me!"
(ietween the girl and Pietro.
"He
.always wanted to ride past the
"It is not a joke." The boy's eyes
(Continued From Yesterday.)
1 rou du Gouverneur.' "
were held by a superhuman effort on
A Koman legend had given this the buckle of the bridle-reilying on
name to the deep pool of the brook his knee. "There was a letter from
CHAPTER XI.
by the road; it was said that the cruel Pietro this morning. The seigneur
old governor had used it, two thousand wishes me to go. I wish to go. I go
With All My Soul.
years back, for drowning refractory tomorrow."
The general swung around to the peasants. Alixe gazed steadily
at the
"Going tomorrow!" The girl's voice
lad. "Francois, this letter is about nark murmuring water.
was a wail. "You taken away from
He
the
tapped
you."
rustling paper.
Yes, one misses him. Is life like me!" Then in a flash: "I hate Pietro!
"Pietro wants you to come to him aa that, do you suppose, Francois? One He is cruel he thinks
only of himhis secretary."
grows up with people, and they get self. He wants you but I want you
Francois' large eyes lifted to the to be as much a part of living as the too. How can I live without you,
general's face, inquiring, startled, air, or one s hands and then, sud Francois?"
Then softly, hurriedly,
childlike. "Pietro!" he said slowly. denly, one is told that they are go- while the world reeled
about the boy,
"I had not thought of that."
ing away. And that ends it. One
statue-lik- e
.in .his saddle:, "It
"Yet you knew that- - "Pietro -- was must do without air, without hands. sitting
is just as' I said. You are as much
What a world, Francois!"
a part of my life as the air I breathe
"We are not meant to like it too and you and my father and Pietro say
much, I believe, Alixe," said Francois quite calmly, 'The air is to be taken
sunnily. "It is just en passant, this away you must do without it' I
world, when you stop to consider. can not. I will choke!" She pulled at
This is school, this life, I gather. My her collar suddenly, ae if the choking
mother says it is not very important were a physical present fact
if one has a good seat in the schoolNo slightest motion, no shade of
room or a bad; if one sits near one's inflection missed Francois; still he
playmates or is Bent to another cor- sat motionless, his eyes on the little
ner, so long as one is a good child brass buckle, his lips eet in a line,
and works heartily at one's lessons. without a word, without a look toward
It is only for a day and then we go her. And suddenly Alixe, with another
home; where all that is made right. quick blue glance from under her long
Not a bad idea of my mother's, is it, laBhes Alixe, hurt, reckless, desperAlixe?"
ate, had struck her horse a eharp blow
"Your mother is a wonderful womand she was in the road before him,
an," Alixe answered thoughtfully. galloping away.
"She lives like that. She never let
He let her go. He sat quiet a long
things trouble her, not even when your time. As Bhe turne'd in, still gallopfather lost everything. Did she, Fran- ing, at the high stone gateway of the
cois?"
chateau, his eyes came back again to
"No," said Francois. "She is one of the little shining buckle. It seemed
the few people who know what the the only thing tangible in a
real things arc and live in them. It
of rapture and agony. Over
is hard to do that. I can not I care and over he heard the words she had
"I Am Louis Bonaparte."
so bitterly for what I want. "It is"
said words which mutt mean what?
leart and soul in the plots of the Francois uesitated "it is very hard Had they meant ft? Had he possibly
for me to give up what I want." He been mistaken? No the utter happiItalian patriots?"
"Yes."
stumbled over the words; his voice ness which came with the memory of
"But you had not thought of going shook m that Alixe shifted in the the Boft hurried voice must mean the
,
to help him fight?"
saddle and looked at him inquiringlyl truth she cared for him, and then
"All: j
;No, my Beigneur. I had thought
then
dar"
Francois over and over and over he said, half
only of the fight for which I must be stopped. "Yc. nee J not be afraid that aloud, through hie set teeth:
I shall have noro than Pletro," he beready here."
"I said that I would give my happi"This Italian business will be good gan uncertainl;-- . "Fc it is not going ness for my seigneur's; I said that
practice," said the general, as a man to be o. He will have what what I I would be a friend to Pietro; I will."
f today might speak of a tennis tour- would giv- - l life for." Then he
mament "And you and Pietro will be hurried :j. "I nee how it is," he eaid
CHAPTER XII.
(enchanted to be together again."
gently, "and you are right to care so
Francois smiled, and something in loyally fc Pietrc. Ae is worth it
The Mother of a Prince.
the smile wrung the general's heart. And you. must never care less, Alixe
The wails of the palace at Ancona
never forget him because he has dropped to the ea; against them the
"Francois, you are not going to be
rohappy about little Alixe?"
gone away. He will come back." The waves danced. Out on tha blue wa
and the
Quickly Francois threw back, as If loy spoke with effort, slowly, but ter lay a fleet of fishing-boats- ,
he had not heard the question: "My Alixe was too much occupied with her wind flapped torn sails, and the sun
iBeigneur, I .will go to Pietro; it will own tumultuous thoughts to notice. light glanced on battered hulls and
ise the beBt thing possible action and "He will surely come back and be littered decks. The woman who sat
draining, and good old Pietro for a long to you more than ever. He will by an open window of the palace
comrade. My Seigneur, may I go to- come back distinguished and covered pushed the black trailing Df her gown
'
morrow?"
with honorB, perhaps, and then and from ber, as if the sombernesa hurt
"Tomorrow I" The general was then Alixe, do you cse the chestnut her eyes; she laid her head against
tartled now. "A thousand thunaero, tree at the corner that turns to the the window-framand stared at the
but you are a sudden lad! Yet it will chateau? It is a good bit of soft road breeze-tossewaves and the fishing
be no harder to give you up tomorrow
we will raco to that tree shall we? fleet'
than it would be next month. Yes, to- And then I will tell you something.'
"It may be our only hope of escape
morrow, then, let it be."
The horses raced merrily; Alixe sat
those wretched boats," she said, halt
Francois stood up, slim, young, alert close to the saddle with the light aloud, and her blue eyes were full of
and steady, yet somehow not as the swinging seat, the
hand on sadness, almost of hopelessnese.
boy who had come In to the general the bridb, whic'i were part of her
A sound caught her ear, and she lift
an hour before; more, perhaps, as a perfect horsemanship, and over and ed her head quickly. The door into
man who had been through a battle over aa he watched her ride Francois the next room was partly open and
and come out very tired, with the said to himself:
some one moved there, that was all.
noise of the fighting in his ears.
"I will give my happiness for the She turned, the lines of her figure
"I will go to the farm tonight, to Seigneur's I said It, and I will.
falling again into a melancholy pose
ay mother and my father. And this will be a friend to Pietro always I
"The doctor takes a long time," she
afternoon I will ride with Alixe, if you said it, and I will."
spoke, and gazed out once more to the
lo not want me for the book, my
Over and over the horses' flying feet water.
Seigneur and if she will go. May I
There had been a spirited young
and at
ftsk you not to tell Alixe of this to pounded out that
before who had romped In
girl
ieave it to me to tell her?"
length the music of the multiplying the year3
of Mulmaison, who had
gardene
with
and
crew
tignthoof
beats
slower,
"Yes," agreed the general doubtled the laughter which echoed through
and
in
drew
stopped
rein
they
fully. "But you will be careful not ening
Alixe was those aveuues of lima and plantain,
nnrlftr tha bfar chestnut.
to upset her, Francois?"
whose sweetness and vivacity had
Thin cr, exhilarated, lovelyi
"I will be careful."
drawn the figureof Napoleon hintae!!
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into raevorTeTbf gladness vihich wa
her atmosphere. Always brightnesf
seemed to follow her through the en
chantment of the place; always she
seemed to move iri gaiety. Today, or
a March morning of 1830, this wae eht
Hortense.
The daughter, of France she had
been, the queen of Holland, and now
for years an exile. Here, ill, a fugitive, in her nephew's palace at Ancona, with the Austrians at the gatf
of the city, she waited In anxiety al
most more intense than Bhe could bear
the word of the doctor as to her son
Five days before, at Forli, her oldei
boy had died, and her sore hear'
stirred with a sickening throb as she
thought of this other Louie now hei
only child, lying in the room beyond
in
high fever, ill with the disease
with which his brother had fallen. A
woman's soul might well be over
crowded with such sorrow and sucl
fear, but there was more. Her twe
boys had thrown in their lot shortlj
before with the Italian revolutionists
and had fought, and had distinguishet
themselves. And now that the revo
lution of the Romagna was a failure
that the Austrian army wae advanc
Ing victoriously, now that death hac
taken the older to safety, the youngei
Louis the invalid lad in the roon
beyond, was In imminent danger. II
was excepted from the general am
nesty; the natural ways of f.scap
were closed, for the authorities o
Tuscany and of Switzerland had le
her know that the Prince would not b'
permitted In those territories. Fron
Rome two of her son's uncles, Cardi
nal Fesch and King Jerome, had
that if he were taken by the
Auetrlpns he was lost. And at tht.
moment when Hortense had decided tc
carry her boy off to Turkey by wa
of Corfu, an Austrian fleet appeared
In the Adriatic.
In such a critical state were the
woman
affairs of the
who gazed from the palace windows
to the sea. The doctor was with her
son. The boy's condition seemed tc
her no better, but worse than the day
before; she waited an official verdict
The door opened and she looked up at
a tall man came in.
"Doctor," she stammered and
ehe feared to ask.
stopped
"
"Your majesty," the old man Bald
gravely, "I grieve to be the bearer
of bad news."
j
"He is worse, Doctor?" The word:
came with a gasp; she felt that she
could not face more trouble.
"Yes, your Majesty, the fever has
increased since yesterday. With his
youth and strength we may hope if
lie is carefully nureed but to move
sen-wor-

black-gowne- d

'

him would be madness."
Queen Hortense struck hef hands
together. "What can I. do? What can
I do?" she demanded, and the doctor
stood gravely regarding her, helpless,
with all his devotion to the house of
Bonaparte, to suggest a way out "it
heBtays he will be taken they will
execute him. If he goes he will die
on the way," she cried in an agony
of indecision. "Doctor, tell mfe, think
for me how can ; eave him?"
And the doctor still stood silent,

suffering with the impotent desire to
help her. "If if only the Austrians
might think that the Prince were
gone," he stammered, and hated him
self for the futility of the words. But
the Queen stood with a hand half
lifted, arrested. Her blue eyes were
alive with the crossing and weaving
of swift ideas, and then with a catch
of her breath she laughed at him
like a pleased child. "Doctor, you are
a very clever man," ehe said. "Together we are going to save the
Prince."
The vivacity of the schoolgirl of
Madame de Campan fliwhed for a moment into her manner, warmed to sud
den life by the Joy of hope. The doc
tor waited, enchanted, bewildered, to
hear his cleverness explained, but Hortense did always the unexpected thing
She shook her finger at him.
"I'm not going to tell you," she said
"At least not till I have to not till
tomorrow at all events. But all today,
as you visit your patients you may
think that you are saving the Prince
from his enemies and tomorrow you
Goodby, Doctor," and
may know how.
'
puzzled and pleased, the physician
was gone.
"Send Fritz to me," the Queen o
dered, i.nd a moment later the young
man who was for years the con Aden
tlal servant of Hortense, who knew
more of the history of her middle
years, perhaps, than any other, stood
before her. "Fritz, when does a packet
sail for Corfu?" she demanded.
Fritz Rickenbach considered it his
business to know everything. "To
night," your Majesty," he answered
unhesitatingly.
"You will see that the luggage of
Prince Louis is on board, and that
carriage is ready to take him there,"
she ordered.
"But yes, your Majesty," Fritz still
stood regarding her seriously. "It is
a great happiness to me, your Majesty,
that his Highness is well enough to
travel."
r'ritz knew perfectly that there was
a complication somewhere, and he
wanted to know what It was. His
curiosity was patent, but his deep in
terest in the affairs of his people
could not be an impertinence, and the
Queen smiled at him.
"You shall know about it, Fritz,
she Bald. "The Austrians are com
ing. The Prince can not be moved,
If they take hira, It means death. They
mtist believe that he Is gone, and it
io for you and me to make them be
lieve it, Fritz. You must get a pass
port signed by all of the authorities
that is easy today; you mukt engage
his place in the packet for tonight;
you must tell the servants tell every
one that the Prince goes to Corfu,
and you must see that the proper luggage ia on board. It will be known
that I stay, but they wM p0t molest

7,

1914.

3 t .t j
u
rt was St "IT a 'door had been opened flrew It Irani '1U J
r
.t, . i
into a furnace, eo the eyes blazed. each of them to
i
"Your majesty, I would give my life them to remark bow it
It s '
for his highness," he said quietly. The and bright ae it had
1
L i
C
or
AuHterlitjs.
of
the young prince
Impassive face
I
turned toward the speaker, and the strongly, for the tale.
""
half-shu- t
"Miladi her nnsjuy irriU
,
heavy glance, which had the
Napoleonic gift of holdln? a picture, be began, "It wa (hi a day two c.:
'
retted on hya attentively. Louis Bona- after the great battle of Aust-Iiparte seemed to remember something. The country, as her majesty and tin,.
"What is your name, monsieur?" he highnesses will remember, was ia n.
asked, and It might have been noticed most dangerous condition. Peeperat
that his head lifted a little from the bands " Why was it the landlord!:
pillow as he waited for the answer.
stopped?
"Francois Beaupre, sire." The young
The party, caught by the fervor ot-man seemed to be out of breath. his manner, stared at him, annoyed a
"Sire!" Louis Napoleon repeated. And the tale of the emperor, proruIiii? so
then, "I have seen you before. Where well, halted at its beginning.
was it? Not in Some not in Switze- man stood as if drawn to his tfplcss
rlandah!" His hand flew out, and every muscle tense, h!s head turaa.J
with that Francois was on hie knee by toward the doorway, listening,
the bedside, and bad kissed the outAnd suddenly they were aware of
stretched thin fingers, and the prince's stir, a growing noise; there were galother hand was on hia shoulder fra- loping horses; there was a jingle oS
ternally.
"The old chateau of Vieques my
playfellow, Francois. I told you then
I wae going to remember, didn't I?"
Louis Napoleon demanded, laughing
boyishly. "Mother, he saved my life
from the falling wall. Do you remember the story of my runaway trip?"
And Hortense, smiling, delighted to
see her
boy so pleased and
exhilarated, did remember, and was
gracious and grateful to the young
Frenchman. "It is a good omen to
have you come to us today," she said
with all the dazzling charm which she
knew bow to throw into a sentence.
And then, eager with the headlong
zest of a hunter for the game, ehe
caught the thread which wove into the
pattern of her scheming. "You would
risk something to save him, would
you not? You will take the place of
the marquis and travel with ub, tomorrow, and help me carry away the
Jli'v
i
f illprince to safety?"
The dark young face was pale.
There Was a Hubbub of Voices.
"Your majesty, it is a happiness I had
not dared to hope for yet."
harness, and voices coming nearari
"Yet?" the prince demanded laconic- With a step backward the landlord
this
lad, flashed a glance from under bushy
ally. He saved words always,
but he always said hie thought
brows down the corridor, through thm
The other boy's face turned to him, open door at the end, which gave ow
CHAPTER XIII.
and he answered very simply, "But the court of the inn.
yes, your highness. I have known al
"Mon dieu!" He faced the three,
The Ruse.
ways that I should have a part in your standing startled. He spoke fast an!
The day before the escape, as the highness fate."
low. "Madame, it Is a squad of AusPrince, weak and 111 yet, lay in bed,
In the gray dawn of the next mornsoldiers; they are upon us. What
word .was brought that a messenger ing there was a Blight stir through the trian
can we do?" He hesitated only a secof the marquis wished to eee the
palace, and out between the lines of ond. "Bleu-blemy horse saddle
Queen.
drowsy Austrian Bentinele passed a under the tree yonder if one o th
"Let me see him too, my mother," procession of whose true character
if the prince " lie glanced:
the silent, grave young man begged. they were far from aware, else history princes
from one lad to the other.
uncertainly
"It may be that I can help you. I had changed. The guard watched the
was out of his hands
But
the
game
wish to help."
departure; the sick lady Hortense
hauds than his had caught Una
In a moment Fritz Introduced a late queen of Holland, as they all QuickerFrancois
Beaupre, the saber ot
play.
slight alert person whose delicate face knew more or less clearly, drove away the old cavalryman gleaming in hi
was made remarkable by a pair of slowly in her traveling cileche, and on
grasp, sprang to the doorway.
eyes large and brilliant and full of the box was a young n an in the liv"It ia monsieur there who is ther.
Are.
no
of
alive
one
whom
the
with
a
of
groom
visionary shadows, yet
ery
he explained rapidly to the
prince,"
saw
uncommon
One
first those
soldiers knew for Prince landlord. "Hide
eyes
him, take care of him
and then the man. If they had not Louis Napoleon; in the middle oi
I .will draw them away. Wlien the
been entirely concerned with his mes- the second carriage eat another youth
are gone, see that the prince and th"
sage they might have remarked that of two or three years younger who
he trembled as he looked at the was, the queen's servants had been queen escape. That ia for you; yo
Prince's face; that his voice shook as told, the Marquis Zappi. Their pass- are responsible."
There was the rush of a flying figui
he answered the Queen's question.
ports were examined and they went
out Franco
"I have the unhappiness, your Maj- through the gates of thfe city without down the hallway, and
line
of a doz.' "
across
a
broken
flashed
to
esty,
bring you bad news," he said, awakening the least suspicion.
t
toward
dismounted
riders,
straight
Not once in all their dramatic series
speaking to her, but still gazing eaa groom u
landlord's horse held
gerly at the Prince. "The Marquis of escapes and disguises were Hor der the trees. Thefl by
waB a shock '!
Zappi, my employer, is ill. He wae tense and her sons betrayed, but they
as
the
silence
startled
Impetuous aptaken suddenly last night, and today had to fear the indiscretion of their
is much worse, and there is no chance friends more than the malignity of parition, saber gleaming at wrist, shot
that he can travel with your Majesty their enemies, and this part of Italy across the court Then there wasuni-k
hubbub of voices, and a mass of
tomorrow."
was full of friends high and low.
formed figures fell toward him as h
At length it was time for Prince threw himself
The Queen threw out her hands with
on the horse. A sola gesture of hopelessness. "What can Louis and the sham marquis to drop dier
caught at the bridle. The" naked
we do?" she exclaimed. "Am I to plan their liveries and travel as the sone
sword twinkled and the man was ui
and plan and have always an uncon- of the English woman for whom their der
s
feet. For a second
was
made out. The clothes
querable obstacle? Can I not save passport
was a vortex of men and a fraa-tithere
my boy? I might have known that which Beaupre was to wear had be
horse, and riding the storm a buoyeverything seemed too bright this longed to the young man dead at Forli ant figure of fury, flashing a blade
as
to
true.
it
Louis
Yet
too
be
and
brother
morning,
good
Bonaparte's
with infinite swiftness; this way and
Is not possible that after all they he presented himself dressed in them,
Then horse and lad ehot otil
he saw the painful flush which crept that
from the living canvas, streaked th
upon the prince'j face.
of trees a second and wer
I
"Your highness, I am sorry," he background
strata-bleand the Austrian
stammered. "It is srief to me." And gone, Into their saddles troopers
to follow.
then he threw himself impulsively on
breeze-tosse- J
Through
his knees by the aido of Louis' chair woods
across
a road
tore
the
chase;
"My prince, Z wear them with rever- and over a low
fence, and still Franence," he said, and then, hesitating, he cois
led, but the heavy horses gained.
added: "Perhaps I would seem less It was
a hopeless hunt, for tbe landunworthy if your highness knew that, lord's mount was no match for tht
mere secretary as I am, I am yet more.
the rider"
I am noble. It ia not simple Francois big cavalry horses, yet
clever horsemanship
and
light
weight
man
whom
a
you honor, but
Beaupre
and it was fully four milf.-frocreated chevalier by the sword of the counted,
the inn when Bleu-bleatumblect
emperor."
and fell at a ditch, and Francois
The dull eyes of the prince shot a
,
pitched over his head. His lead
glance between drooping lids. "What short
were on hira
and
now,
by
they
is it you mean, monsieur?" he dein a moment, in a mass; he was seize!
manded. But at the moment the queen
a dozen burly Austrians.
entered the room, and the lads sprang by
The leader took a sharp look at bim
to their feet Her eyes caught the
as he stood panting, staring defiantly;
picture of the young Frenchman in hl8
"What is this?" the Austrian o
new dress at once; they opened wide
manded sternly, and wheeled to
and then filled with tears.
in a bunch. "Friedrieh. tht
"Louis, Louis!" she cried, and laid trooper
the cub of the Bonapartea. U
knowest
her hand on his arm. "He looks like
this lad her
Francois Wat on Hia Knee by the him; he looks like
Napoleon!"
And Friedrieh lunged forward, grasp
Bedside.
A deferential knock sounded at th
for he bad run his horse hard, mi
ing,
to
Francois
door.
the
and
it,
sprang
should" Bhe looked at her son; her
his head. "No, my C8pt!a. 1
shook
landlord stood la the opening, bowing
courage came springing back. "They
old man with have never seen this one."
a
elaborately
soldiery
shall not take you," and her eyes
The boy looked from one to anotb
flashed defiance at world of anemies, thick grizzled hair.
of, the threatening group, smiling;
jer
for
"A
thousand
pardons
disturbing
and she went over and threw her arm
miladi and tbe messieurs," and milad: composed in spite of his quick breath;
let
neck.
don't
hia
about
"Louis,
yourolO
ing. ine captain toon j. step close t
self be excited, dearest They shall smiled forgiveness. "Mightto an
him and shook his fist in hia face.
of
dare
the
soldier
thai
emperor
say
not take you. I can save you."
"You have fooled us, you yeun
could not help knowing the em
,one
It was ae if she put a spur to her
have ycu? But wait Ic
kinsmen?" Ha bowed low game-cock- ,
peror's
brain; there was a moment's silence
to both boys alike, and again you know what we will do to you, you
again
and the two lads watched her brows
Hortrnee smiled at him. It was com bantam of a Frenchman? Do yon lairr
'
drawing together under the concentrafortlng to know that the two seemed how we will treat you for th v i . ,
tion of her brain.
brothers to the world in general,1 an trians?"
"Of course," she said suddenly, and she was so used to
Color deepened In Ms d- '.
jj s.
recognition anc
laughed a
spontaneous
laughter loyalty now that they appeared to be Francois drew up his figtiie inai A
which seemed to flood her with youthlong together. "Might an. old soldiei cently.
t
fulness. She turned her blue glance of the
"You may do what you
emperor dare to ehow miladi
swiftly on the newcomer, the slender her majesty and the highnesses, tht gieura," he eaid gaily. "H l. i
boy with the luminous ayes. "You are sword which the emperor himself had my part is doae. Tbe prL.eo jt s
in the employ of the Marquis Zappi,
touched, the sword which he, Je.ai
monsieur?"
Grediu, an old cuirassier of the guard,
(To Be Continued Toianrrow.
"But yes your majesty. I am the had carried in four battles? Thert
le
Monsieur
of
Marquis."
secretary
was a little tstory of the sword, a storj
She paused a second, seemed to take also of the o,i.'i iful goodfe-- .
f t'1
Chrome Co;
stock of the' young man, of hia looks, tr.f ror, until Uul u'.l i i r su
r ix
'Til"
his bearing, his accent
t
to
to
would
like
ji
he
her,
permitting,
fi i if rri c
"You are French. Have you a sym- as also to the hlehnesscs."
ii' w f, f
pathy wiih the family of my son, with
A" J, )' r it- - .ry
NHS, JIMI 1 I ,r " V '
the Bona partes?"
n t . s't
the bos J ,i d ai
t' e
t, '

an TTi "Woman. Do you unaerSTanaTJie
plan, Fritz?"
'But yes, your Majesty," Fritz an
swered with bis face alight
And so the packet sailed for Corfu,
and ail day before the sailing the
servants ' of Horterwe moved busily
between the palace and the boat, car
rying luggage and making arrange
ments. And only one or two knew
the secret that Prince Louis Bonaparte
had not sailed in the packet but lay
tossing with fever in a little room
beyond his mother's, carried there for
greater privacy by Fritz and the doc
tor.
Two days later, at the Queen sat
quietly by her boy'g bedside, she heard
that the vanguard of the Austrians
had entered the city, and almost at
once Fritz came to tell her that the
palace in which ehe was staying had
been chosen for the residence of the
general commanding. The probability
of this had not entered her mind; it
seemed the last straw. The Austrian
officer demanded
the Queen's own
chamber for his chief, but when the
steward's wife told him the name of
the lady who was in the rooms which
had not been given up, he bowed deep
ly and said not n word. It was another
of that brotherhood scattered over Europe the friends of Hortense; it was
an officer who had protected her years
before at Dijon.
So for a week they lived side by
Bide with their enemies and only a
few feet lay between the Prince and
capture, for his room was next that
of the Austrian general, with but a
double door between. It was a life
of momentary anxiety, for the Queen
feared each time the invalid spoke
that they might recognize a man's
voice; when he coughed she turned
white. But at the end of the week
Louis was at last well enough to go.
He was to leave Ancona disguised as
one of his mother's lackeys, the young
Marquis Zappi was to put on another
livery, and over the frontier they were
both to change and be the sons of
Hortense traveling on the Englishman's passport.
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PROGRAM TONIGHT
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AT THE
Regular dance at F. B. hall tonight.

35

MUTUAL MOVIES

Adv.

EE

TO CHAN UP

I

CCD STOCK

5;

Hcgular 25 Ct. Fruit

?

HEFLON BR. AND

Murphey's bargain aale
of the town. Adv.

Is

20c Per Can, 6 Cans for SI

Extra special on oranges for a few
days, 20 and 25 cents per dozen; $3
a box, 1.50 for one-hal- f
bax at

Stearns mo

than
Mur-phey- 's

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations--Larg- e
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

The Heralds of Liberty, a lodge
which was reecntly organized in Las
Vegas, held a meeting last night; at
the O. It. C. hall for the installation
of the first
fleers. A. pleasant evening was enjoyed, and proved entertain
r
ing in every, 'way.
c--

'

Any article in cut glass, China, or
brass goods at one-haregular price.
Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
lf

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home us&pr gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

and the
will bowl this evening at the
Y. M. C. A. A fast game is expected,
and much interest is being taken in
the sport. This feature of the Y. M.
C. A. is attracting
more attention
than any other entertaniment.
The

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

GREATEST CAR
WW!;

the car at any time.

H. B. HUBBARD, Agent
417 Railroad Avenue

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE

llll III"
tin.-

TJorm-dwelle-

The board of directors

vite inspection and will gladly demonstrate the merits of

-

High-Rolle-

of the Y.
met last night for. the regular annual meeting. The different
leports given proved satisfactory, and
the meeting a? a whole was successful. The jf;uiiy report riven by the
secretary wiil le published wii'iiii the
next few days.
M. C. A.

on the market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We in-

I .

The Ladies' Aid society of the
First Christian church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. W. J. Council, 908
Third street. The annual election of
officers will occur, and every member is invited to be present.
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the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must use the best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Our Pride brand. Ask
any one who has tried it
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER

MILIr
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and Then Multiply it by Two
THE RESULT WILL BE

Ssxnborn's SeoJ

Cheese

ERLE

Six 1914 Model Ford Auios

CHOATE TO
CLASS

Cars Now on Display at Our Garage

HELP MESA
TALENTED SINGER OPENS A STUDIO WITH MUSS SHUMATE
ON THE PLAZA

FARMERS

The Greatest Car on the Market Today Yet

the Lowest Priced

Mrs. Erie Choate, the vocalist who
has appeared in Las Vegas several
times and displayed admirable talent,
will open an instruction class for students in vocal, beginning Friday.
Mrs. Choate will conduct these classes
at the Shumate studio and has made
arrangements for a large number of
students.
Mrs. Choate has studied vocal and
instructed etudents of singing W the
past ten years. She has been a student under the most proficient teachers In the country. She has studied
In South Africa, England and Boston
and has obtained "recommendations
from all her professors. She studied
ijnder Epstein in South Africa, William Shakespeare In London and
in Boston.
Mrs. Choate expects to maintain
a large class In Las Vegas and will
continue to teach during the winter
and summer. She will work in connection with several other prominent
musicians of the city. Doubtless Mrs.
Choate will find a large field for her
work here, as she is practically the
first vocal instructor who has ever
started classes in Las Vegas.

The Las Vegas Ford Sales Co.

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
:, !:;S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUet Raynolds, Cashier.

So-bes-

The Fraternal Union of America
will meet tonight at 7: SO o clock in
the W. O. W. hall on Sixth street. The
silos.
recently elected offcers will he in
which a banquet
stalled, following
Several days ago a bright Las Vewill be served. All members of the
gas
young man, who la a student of a
local lodge and visiting members are
local school, visited the depot
and
invited to be present.
while there devoted his time to flirton the trains.
Last night a meeting of the Las Ve- ing with passengers
One woman, in particular, caught his
gas aerie of the Fraternal Order of
and after laughing at him for
Eagles was held for the purpose of glance
several minutes, held a bottle of milk
who
the
officers
installing
recently
were elected to serve for the coming toward the masher saying: "Here boy,
take this. I've been married for two
year. Following the Installation a
years,"
banquet was served. The affair was
greatly enjoyed by all who attended.
Romaine Fielding and his Luhin
Western Motion Picture company are
John Anderson, wno lives on a hard at work at New
Orleans, accordranch, a number of miles west of Las
ing to a letter from Mr. Fielding to
Vegas, has applied for bounty on 12 Lud
wig William Ilfeld, which arrived
coyotes and 14 wild cats, killed near today. Mr.
Fielding is working on a
his ranch. The total bounty was $56.
big production called "The SmugJose D. Gutierrez on Cherry vale apglers." He expects to utilize several
plied for bounty on three coyotes, and big boats, which he will
dynamite and
one wild cat, the total bounty being
burn to the water's edge. Mr. Field?S.
ing says the weather at Galveston has
cleared and is proving Ideal for ('phoWork on the bridge being constructHe sends hjs regards to
tography.
ed at the Prince street crossing ot
old friends here.
all
his
the Gaftlnas is progressing at a fairly
good rate, considering the weather
Four marriage licenses were grantcondition and will be completed within a few weeks. The Missouri Valley ed at the court house yesterday afternoon and this morning to the followBridge and Iron company, which Is
ing people: Isabel Lopez, aged 30, and
the
has
received
bridge,
building'
just
a' contract for a similar structure to Andres Gonzales, aged 23, both of
Puerteeito; Juan Lopez, aged 37, and
9 built at Wllkiuaburg, Artz.
Lourdes Montano, aged 40, both of
was arrested early yes- Pecos; Luis Vijpl, aged 24, and
Ortega, aged 24, both of Las
terday morning by Officer E, C. Ward
on the charge of drunkenness, on com- Vegas; and Pilar Grinier, aged 38,
plaint of Varela's wife. Yesterday af and Jose B. Martinez, aged 47, both
ternoon he was brought before Judge of Gascon.
D, R, Murray for trial. Following an
Mrs. Mary Linsener, an old resiagreement between husband and wife,
the complaint was withdrawn, and dent of Las; Vegas who some time ago
Varela sentenced to pay the costs. was committed to the state hospital,
died yesterday afternoon at 1:30 o'The jail sentence was suspended.
clock, following an Illness of several
Judgment was rendered in the dis- months. Mrs. Linsener was 68 years
trict court today against C. W.
of age and had been a resident of t&p
and William Smith, for the Vegasc for the past 30 years. She
payment of the $200 bond which they was a native of Germany. The only
gave for a certain C. R. Wilkes, who, survivors are two daughters who reearly in 1912, assaulted "Frenchy" side in St. Louis and a son, whose
Fortin in a saloon brawl. It was ru- whereabouts are unknown. The fun
mored some time ago that Wilkes eral services will be held tomorrow
was dead, but no official information afternoon from the chapel of J. C
to that effect could be found.
Jolinsen and Son, Rev. E, C. Ander
and Smith will bo forced to son will have charge. Interment will
be in Odd Fellows' cemetery.
pay the amount of the bond.

IMln

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS' VEGAS. N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
if

In every department
are prepared

of Banking we
to give the best of service

Interest Paid en Tims Dspa&iis
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Every article in CHINAsCUT GLASS eod
BRASS for ONE HALF REGULAR. RETAIL PRICE.

PItxtcs, Clips andSaicers Tea., Coffee tnd
Chocolate Sets, Bon-Bo- n
Dishes, Etc., Etc.,
CHEAPER than over offered in Los VegOLS.
r rn m

Mag-dale-

Luis-Varel-

$615

CAR FULLY EQUIPPED

Commercial club rooms it was definitely decided, and arrangements made
for financing the project, that several
silos should be established in ,tiie dry
farming district. The wrJpjbuild-inthe silos will start at "once.
Present at the ineeting.were among
the most prominent men Mof the city,
who are interested in the future of
the mesa as an agricultural asset to;
Las Vegas. Those farmers who attended are among the most progres
sive on the mesa, and. believe in the
future of the lands there.
,
The machinery that will be used
in connection with the silos was or
dered immediately after the meeting,
thus assuring the success of the movement. The lumber that is to be usedi
in the construction work will be or
dered soon, and the actual construct
tion will start within a few weeks.
The silos are to be constructed on
See Murphey's bargain table for
the farms of four or five farmers, as
a beginner, and probably the move- useful articles at half price. Adv.
ment will spread to additional farms
Finch's Golden Weddinlfr Rva. aeed
soon after. They 'will ba built of lumber. The proposition is being finan- in wood. Direct from the distillery to
ced by the farmers, with the
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
of the business men of Las Vegas.
Undoubtedly the real future of the
mesa as an agricultural country will
Subscribe for The Optic
be assured by the silos, as with the
silage of forage crops the farmers will
be provided with feed for thel live
slock during the entire winter. In the
opinion of numerous business men,
this is the only salvation for the mesa,
but it is assured.
Another meeting of the farmers and
the business men will be held at the
Commercial club rooms next Friday
for the completion of all final arrangements for the building of the
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call-t-

liliS.

JUST RECEIVED

TEACH VOCAL

g

C3AVAJ 0 BL ADilETS

W

Thanhouser, Drama.
Comedy.

BUSINESS 1IEIill)

.

Cut glass and china cheaper
ever 'offered in Las Vegas at
bargain sale. Adv.

'

Two-Re- el

Keystone,

Look at price of many useful articles
on Murphey's bargain table. Adv.
THEY ARRANGE TO GIVE FINAN
CIAL ASSISTANCE
IN BUILDThe asylum hoard met lata yesterING SILOS
day afternoon for its regular monthly
session. General routine , businesB
At a meeting of a number of buswas disposed of, but nothing of much
iness men and a delegation of farmimportance was considered.
ers from the mesa last week at the

3

1

OLD TARS"

Pa-pen-

Adv.

'

"TWO

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

SLICED PEACHES

!

"BLIGHT OF WEALTH"

o'-

Ladies' handbags at half price at
Murphey's bargain sale. Adv.

7,0',

BRIDGE STREET

the talk

Light automobile lamps at 5:21
clock this evening.
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